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Page 12, New Mexico Daily LOBO, March 21,.1979

4.

HOUSING

THE CITAPEL··SUPBRI! location near UNM &

downtown. Coo~ bus ~ervicc ~v~ry 30 minutes. 1
bedroom or cfficfcncy, $185~$230. AIIU!ilili~$ p.a_idJ
Oclu~te- kUc.tJ~;:n with dishwas-her & disposal,
r~reation room 1 swimming pool, TV rQom &
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. 1520 Uni_v~rslty
Ne, 243-2494.

04/l7

MALE OR FEMALE roommate oe<:ded to share Lwo
bedroom, two bath home, S.E. HeiJJhls, 10 mins.

Lobo
Classified
Advertising

from L!NM. 883-6870,
03/21
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3 bdr. house, I

CONCEPTIONS SW • A COLLECTION or L!NM

studcms' c;reativc works, SJ.OO, Murron Hall Room

!Un

Columbia SE. Caii25)-26B),

03122

RoOMS FOR RENT !n super·c:lean ex-sorority hOu!!e
on campus. ·Utililics pai.d. Parking and kitch~n
privileges. $135 to $"12~ per month. 256-9373, 03/,10
WAU\ TO CLASS~ $90 one betlroom near shopplns.
Prlva~cyard. :Z64...17!i J Valley _Rentals, $35 fee 1 , 0-312t1
APARTMENT TO SUil-LEASB between Spring_and
Summer s.:ssions. Call '255-3650 evenings, keep
trying,
03/26
CHEAP. CLEAN. TWO bedroom ncar campus,
Modern applhmce~. private yard, .$100. 26~~1751
Vall~y Rentals, $3:5 fee.
03/26

SE, 266-2333,
03/21
COMING!! HTHE FIGHTER Pilol That Saved

Vlctnnm"-·lhe movie, starring J. Patrick Doyle.

o3n1

INFORMATION ABOUT con-

lnu:eplion1 stcrllization. abortion, Right to Choosr.:.
04121
294-0 17 1.
PREONI\NCY TESTING AND counseling. Phone
247-9819.
04/27
PASSPORT uud IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. l
for $3.7511 Lowen prices in towul Fa5t1 pleasing,

ncar UNM. Catl26:5-2444 or come LQ 171.7 Oirard
04127
SOLUTIONS,
04/27

POLISHING &

Casey Optical Cornp~ny. 265·8846,
WRITERS: AN ENGLISJ-1 Dept.~sponsorcd tabloid
is now nccepting poetrY an~ prose (fiction a!ld nonrlct.lon) submissions. We rcqucsl that work be typed
and delivered to Uumanitles Rm.272. Contributors
must be UNM students. We cannot return
maJ•uscrlpts.
tf/n
Flti!E VUPPIES TO good h'milc. Female, Sl1epherd
cross, Very smart. Call873·1904 after Spm,
tf/n
UNM N,C.H.O, IS now accePting. applications foitl1c summer clinical jhlcrn~hip prQgntnl from undcrgraduatc hcallh oriented students. Return tO

pels, $180(mo.

needs some work. Call24.3-7387 or 266-6475, $:500.00
or VW of comparable value.
!Fin
FREE PUPPY··DlACK on while Shepherd and St,
Bernard cross, female 3mos. old. Ah;o I year pld
Terrier mix. White. Female. Free ..Call298-0718 after
6:00pm,
trtn
ELECTRONIC IONITIONS SAVE-gasoline. Models
for most cars with points. Free information or

lf/n

FOUND: JACKET IN Rm. 2018 ofFineAns Center.
Call265-9154,
tf/n
FOUND: MITTENS JN Mitchell Hall. Identify and

literature 268·5490. Electronic lsnition Sal~. 03/29
1971J VESPA RALLY 200Scooter. J 1600 miles. Mus!
seiU $1,395. Negotiable. Jeff Butcher. 247-1581, 255·

claim Marron Hall Rm. lOS.

03123
YASHICA IJSGX STOLE{'~, if found please returil
to 124 Mnrror1 Hall. No questions asked.
lf/n
FOUND: KEYS ON round plastic h-older~ on 2nd
noor of Mitchell Hall. Identify and claim Marron
Ha11105.

3

03/27

SERVICES

sulnd, smoll sor.ln for Sl-25- #2-Twu slices or
peppcrolli piua. snlod, medium soda forSJ.90, 2004
03/24
Central S.I!. (Across from UNM).
SUMM_ER IN FRANCE, Learn French the righl way\
.. Intensive ln~tguagc/eUIJure lnstructiolt, Represcn·
Hltivc in Albuquerque now, 299~7838.
Ol/23

3274,

recliner.897~1S6i.

03/23
1970 PLYMOUTH DUSTER runs_ e11cellent 5775.00.

266-3S92 afler 5:00weekdays.
03123
GET FLUTED! J•ve gar a Bundy fluie in perfect

condition, With brand new. pads,. no less. U'IJ·m<~ke an
e)(ccllent student flute or just a fabulous second
Instrument. Call296-5119 3nd ask for Jenny, 03/23
FLUTE

ARM~"TRONG

NEW Condilion.296-9525,
03/23
1~72 CHEVROLET IMPALA. New tlre.s and bat-

tery. Excellent condillon. $1500.00, Call Mr. Fuller
247:2234- after 5:30 oa11255-9053.
03/26
1971 DATSUN SID, runs ·good. $400 or best offer.
268-6667.
03/26
'69 CHEVY PISCAYNE, Runs excellent. Some body

Phone 266·2375.

6.

A1TENTION I'RE·MBD STUDENTS. Full medical

03121

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR~ for Private camp..,.
lot:atf;d in mountains near Santa Fe, N.M. Candidates
sho1,1ld be proficient in one area of ~he program and
willing to live wilh children. Dates of employment
June IJ, 1979 ~ Aug. II, 1979~ lntervi~tws. held in

03/~2

..

8.

EMPLOYMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW WATBRBED, $109.95 buys you I) dark
walnul-l;tained floor frame, 2) safety H.ner, 3) finest

Jap seam mattress, any si?:e with three year gua'raotee.
\Vater Trips, J407 Ceiltral NE.
04/27
TUTOR INO FOR GRAPES 1-~ by certified second
· &rilde teacher. Call 293·1216,
03/21
OPEN AUDITIONS24MARCH 2to4 pm at Pronto

Room. Black

lhe<t~re. "~o!Jl

Gone:

Hume~' Lan~s;ca;,

~he Mother, the Son, one man. Also
s~lt!clions to be done. No payment this

Hugtle$. Need:

Black Poets
show, To be presented at lJNM.
03/23
LOOKING FOR GROUP 0 8"nd o· blood· donors.
Please contact:· Division of Tropical & Geographil;:
Mediclne 1 943 .Stanford Dr. NE, M-6. 277-3001 or
277·2813 and -ask for Ray Reini or Larry Sax. 04}02

The UNM Student Publications Board
is accepting applications for
of the

~

New Mexico Daily Lobo
for the 1979·1980 Academic year
·
through March 30, 1979

World! Summer Career•.Send $3.95 for inro. Ia
SEA WORLD DZ, Box 6012~, Sacto, CA 95860.
03/26
EXOTIC JOBSI LAKE Tahoe Call Lillie cxp,
F'antas.dc tips (pay) $1700-$4000, summer 35,000

I

Deadline is Friday, March 30th at 4:30p.m.
Candidates must be present at the
Publications Board meeting on April 9th,
7:00 p.fn., in Room 230 of the SUB
when the Board considers the applicants.

Free female

Call296-3706.
03/21 I'LL DO YOUR sewing for you, reasonablej 2 blocks
03/26
THE ESTABLISHMENT, drink, dinr: & dance UNM. 247-3449 eveninss.
experience presenting the blippiest happy hour and TYPING: FIRST TEN pages $.75 per page; ad·
danclngest music downstairs; also serving the finest in dldonal pages S.SO each. 281·51l>ll. •
03126
steakS', ptitne rib & searood upstairs. ttor your
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tciols and
dancing pJt:nsure, it's Soundstage Tues-Sat~ 9~1:30.
5tands. Only SI.SO per hour. lnstru_ction available.
MontgomerY Jifaz., Mall, 88J·6SSS.
tfln Special
buy on thorn·resistant tubes: $2.75. Lower
AGE UNDER 257 Don't buy auto insurance until prices to members. Albuquerque lJikc Co·Op. H>6
you chctk our new raies, Heights ornce 266·8211t GlrardSE. Room 117.265-5170.
03/26
mid·IDWn243•.SS28, Gallegos Agency,
03/30
ENLIGHTMENT1 AW .\RENESS1 If you can
nlomcniarily forget skepticism .and desire for big

Covered
WV"agon

people needed in Casinoes, Restaurants, Ran~hes,
Cruisers, .klver Raflsl Se_nd $3,95 for info. to
LAKEWORLD DZ Box 60129, Satto, CA 95860.
03/27
IO INTELLIGENT, IMAGINATIVE, PER-

SUASIVE peQple needed'for·phone project dOing
adverdsing promotion. Pays S3·S4 hourly, plus
bonus. !Jam-3pm days or 4pm·9pm evenings. Apply
in person only, 9am-Spm: 120 Vassar SE.Suite I·A.
03123

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil•••iiii

....................

FRENCH FOR TRAVELERS

IMiiel'l lewelr'r

Spom:ored by the AUianccFranCaiie
1 "~ckllihourrour.se 535.00

Starts wee" of Mardt 26lh
rcrlurthcr inlormalion call:
2+2-1880 or 265-2031 .

OlDtOWN

N.ewMexico
·oailyLabo
· Please place the following classified adv«!rtisement in the New Me11ico
Da~v Lobo
tim'elsl beginning
, undt~r the heading
(circle onel: 1. Personals; 2, Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4.· For Rent; 5
For Sa,l~; 6. Employment: 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

EncloSP.d $ _ _ _ Placed by--~- Telephone

Mar~on .Hall, Room 132"

Mail To

UNM' Box 20. University of New Mex.ito,
Albuquerque; New ,Mexico 87131

proceedings completed thus far will
be null and void. and the process
will have to begin over again.
The Open Meetings Act st.ates
that a meeting of the Senate one
of its committees can be called into
exc:cutive session, or, in effect, be
closed to the public, only if sianderous or libelous personnel
matters are to be discussed.
The Public Information Access
Act stipufates that notification of
all Senate and committee meetinl!:S

or

o~

j ..

must be made available to the
public through the LOBO, I<UNM
and other public outlets within
· certpin_periods oftime,
. Swanson alleges that the students
were not duly informed of the
Finance Committee meeting.
She said the committee "denied
tlie right of free speech and violated
groups' right to participate in the
budget hearings" because various
campus
organizalions· have
reported that they were not of. ficially informed about the Finance

.·

,1.,
.,4'."ij

A(

Swanson said.·
But the committee did take
official action and did vote to make
.budget recommendations to the full

~~!~~~~~:~!~£1~£s~f v~t~dd~~

oi

The ASUNM Film Committee
and the Poetry Series Committee
have submitted letters to Swanson
stating that they had not been
notified about Monday's·

~!!~:~~:

"Not only were they not notified
next day.
of
the meeting, but they were told
Perkins was taken to the .Per<
by
members of the committee that
nalillo County Detention Center
Lobo football player Jeffery
the.re
was no reason for groups'
and booked with aggravated
Perkins, booked on· charges of
representatives
to be present
batterY and resisting arrest. He was
aggravated battery ·of a Coronado
because
no
formal
action would be
later released on his own
Hall security aide and resisting
taken
on
the
budget
requests,"
recognizance.
arrest, is awaiting word from
Perkins'
dorm
contract
was
magistrate court for his arraigment.
terminated after the incident. He
Perkins was arres.ted March 8 by
was
disallowed room and board on
UNM Pplice who said they saw him
physlcally assaulting a dorm
•
campus.
.)
A spokesman for the football
security aide.
Police responded to a .calf at
,'i\
team said the 6'2", 200 lb.
about 2:30 a.m. by security aide
Jeffery Perkins.
sophomore will remain on the
Dave Roberson who reported an
roster for spring training, which
altercation between .a man and a Chief Berry Cox. When the officers begins. Monday.
woman in a third-floor Coronado attempted to restrain Perkins, he
Coronado Hall advisors said the
room.
resisted their efforts.
tailback left the dorm about two
Sgt.~ Hatheway and Officer
Roberspn, found unconscious, weeks 1180 but did not return his
_,yCHARLES POLING
GallegOs arrived in time to see was taken to the UNM Health .keys ~r leave a forwarding address.
_ and EIUN ROSS
When the smoke cleared in the
Perkins strike the aide "hard Center and treated for a concussion Perkins could nbt be reached for
New Mexico legislature Saturday,
enough to knock him out,'' said and bruises. He was released the comment.
!!!!i!!i!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! UNM received a $4.7 million
budget increase, and. resident
student.s were stuck with a $14.50
tuition hike.
The appropriation .also presumed
an approximate $70 -incrt:ase in
non-resident tuition.
UNM will receive $62.5 million •
up 8, I per cent from last year's
Thursday, March 22, 1979
legislative appropriation.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii The Instruction and Genera~

Mary He/en Saber
senate.
Finance Committee Chairman
Eric Lucero could not be reached
co"tlnued on poge 6

Tuition hike passed,
budget is increased
by N.M.Iegislature

The new editor will assume responsibility
. of the Daily Lobo on April16
·

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1 ·Preserves
5 Chart anew
10 Moll
•14 Came down
15 Heath
1a El -: Sp.
17 Bills:
2 words
19 Belonging to
us
.
20 Ocean
nymph
21 Regret
23 Ticks
25 Khock
26 Concurrenee
29 Savory
34 Fish
35 And others:
Latin
37 Minnesota
town
38 Truck part
3 9 - - Elle
41 Margin ·
42 Amid
44 Russian
hemp
45 Whale
46 Pianist Os·

'

!o

;i
I''.•

By THE LOBO STAFF

Applications are available in Room 131,
Marron Hall, between 8:~00 and 4:30p.m.,
Mondays through Fridays.

For additional information, contact the
Publications office in Marron Ha/1131.

By DEBBIE LF;VY
issued by Chief Justice Mary Bel~n
The chief justice of the ASUNM' Baber, the Fimmce Committee
Court Wednesday granted a ''may not present budget recomtemporary injunction against the mendations to the senate until the
Senate Finance committee .for temporary restraining order expires
alleged violations of ASUNM law or unlil the Court acts on this
during the recent budget he<trings.
matter."
The complaint, filed by A,SUNM
Swanson said she will present a
President Mimi Swanson, charges brief asking for court action on
that the cmnmittee has violated the Friday.
Open Meetings Act and the Public
If the court rules that the
Information Access Act.
committee's actions were unUnder the restrain'ing order constitutional,
all
budget

nction

·L.·.o..~
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~
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~
fCI
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·
f
d
·
•
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EDITOR

ACROSS

n·grants

03/26

03/21

JOBS M/Fi SAILBO~TSI Cruise ships! No experience, High pay. See Carribean, ·Hawaii; Europe,

Shepl1erd cross, very smart and healthy. Call 8731904 evenings.
tf/n
GAY AND CHRISTIAN, Integrity meets tonight.

.

.

03/27

KING·SIZE WATERDEDj slant frame with head·
board, mattress, liner, heater, drtd pUmp. 5200.00'.

sd1ool scholarships avnUnblc. Tuition, fees, plus' $400
pe-r month. Write Navy Medical Programs, Box- 8667
Albuquerque, NM 87108 or call766-2l3S.
03/21

POSTERS--PRINTS FROM Classics to Modern,
$1,50-SSO~ O'Kccffe, Folon, Steinberg, MatiSSe,

03/21

VERY GOOD CONDITION-Huge sofa-secdonal,
realistic 7' yucca tree, wodd swag lamp, black leather

266-6717.

DEADUNE: FOR TliE Prc·Heallh Profl.!sslon Club
Spring Wotkshop Mar. 24 &25 at the D,U. Lnwrencc
Ranch is Wed. Mar. 21. ror further lnro. call Fred
345-0445.
03/21

pcrsoiiEil change, I bCIIeve I can demonstrate that
"II" is: real and quickly "reached". I ask $3.00
compensation (my writing}. John Slirling, P".O. Box
3D, Albuquerque, 87103.
03!26

~

216. Call217·2507,
03123
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR YWCA classcl
part-time. D~torh piano. potleory, tapestry, dramatics,

883-4222 NOW.

.

_transporlatir;m. 247~260l.

& some nishls. Apply in persont uk for Pete.Fronticr Restaurant 2400 Central SE.
03/21
Tl,JTOR$ NEEDED FO~: Chemistry III,. 212;
Biology 123 (General), Biology 238 {A & P), Biology
239 .(Micro); Nttrslng 24!) (Palhology); Pharmacology

.

work. $850 or make offer. 268·8648.
03/27
'77 DODGE' MONACO, economy, .six, air. 0ffcr7

LOOK GOOD, GOOD Looking. Call Foxy
Renections~ 842·8300.
OJ/26

PUPPY NEEDS GOOD HOME.

03/27

1%8 MERCURY COUGAR--good condilion-~but

FOUND: COCKER SPANIEL named CJ1estet. Call
256-3016 or 344-5852,
lf/n
FOUND; GOLDEN RETRIEVER, corner Central &
Stanford. Wed. eveniTlg 2121. Call. 242-0394. Keep

trylflg,

o.n. 265-8648.

FORSALE

S.

2.
LOST & FOUND
-------'-------

•
School of Medicine, Rm, 184. 277-2nB,
Ol/21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - SUARI1 YOUR l.IF'E! Volunteer Uig (lrothers are KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (II!M Seleotric) and
needed, Call266-8653.
03/22 now 3 minute Passport Photos, No app-9intment.
268-H>IS. We do keys.
trn
WOOD yo11 bclicvc... 3019Ccntral NE3doors cast of
LOUO "theatre.
03/30 QA TYPI.NG SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial sy!item, Technical, general 1 legal, r:=;edlcal,
PERRY'S PIZZI\. Nl~Siicc of pepperoni pi:n:a,
scholastic. Charts & lnbJes. 34S~212S.
04/27

.....

PAIIT· TIME CASHIER & Couoter work. Weekendo

WORK ONE OR two days weekly, $31 ,SO/day, Need

· Rentals $35 fee,
03126
GO A LIIT~E further for a Whole lot more. RoomY
Gorman, Scheider, Homer, Cc,.;anne, Kliml, Vcr- 2 bedroom, unfurnished apt, on Pcmlsylvania.
mcl!r, Munch,.. and many more; Sp'ccial order prinls Within 3 blocks of bus, parks and elemei:ltary school.
by your ruvorlte artist. Tf1e Framery, 135 Harvard Outs'jde storage, wa~her hook-up. Children OK, no

1. PERSONALS

Dlvd, NE.
CONTACTS???

Albuquerque Mond;:~y March 26, Contact Career
Services, Mesa Vista H~tll in person for appointment,

gui!ar, tots·tumbling, cooki11g, making lhing,s with
rnile from UNM. Quiet, Non·smoker. $135 Plus wood,- nursery aUendant, and others. 2,47_~8341. 03/23
utilities. Jon 266-9509.
·
03/23
. ATTENTION: BUSINESS AND Eng(ne"tiril18
ONE BI,OCK TO UNM,_ one bedroo_m, furnished,
maJors. Earn $1000.00 per month d"1is summer,
utllltic_s pa!d, $165, No pcrs or chlldrcn. 201
Interviews Tue$day and Wednesday on ca_mpt,ls, Call

STUDENTS COMBINE, SA VJl, four big bedroom•
off Coal, Privately fenced. $195. 2(!.2-17~1. Valley

105.
ACC:URATU

SUMMER COUNSELORS· HEIGHTS, Central, ~
Mountainside; YMCA's. Apply in person. before Aprll
13.
.
03122

carUNITED Feature Syndicate
48 DeliS
Tuesday's Puzzle Solvoct.
50 Time unit; ...-:r-r::-r-::c
Abbr.
51 Unwell one
53 Dry ale
57 Dispatched:
2 words
61 Israeli port
62 Church seclion: 2 words 1-i;-t,;:t64 Lout
65 Fr. scientist
Henri E E N
C A T S
66 Willow
I NG E NS E
67 Finishes · . M E A N
68 Les = Unis: 12 Sins
43 Homestead· The USA
13 Potion
ers
69 Many: Prefix 18 Shower
45 Motor tour:
2 words
DOWN
22 Paired
24 Endurance 47 Abrade
1 Lids
26 Composers' 49 Fabric
52 Doesn't ex·
2 Winglike
org.
ist: 2 words
3 E. Ind. palm 27 Disgrace
53- Ruth·
4 Checked'
28 Wooden
54 Image
5 Paidshoe
6 Eat away
30 Man'S name 55 Trampled
56 Hit hard: Ar7 Time unit:
31 Shot
chaic
Abbr.
32 Combine
58 Preposition
8 Maple genus 33 Cripples
9 Remitters
36 Pol
.59 Sense
60 Brawl
.10 Deigned
39 Concur'
63 Greek letter
11 60 minuteS' 40 Ignores

New Mexico
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New budget Procedure proposed
By DEBBIE LEVY
In an attempt to "chuck the
Senate Finance Committee budget
procedure,'' ASUNM Sen. Eirik
Johns.on has drawn up a proposal
to leave the decision of appropriating funds to ·organizations
directly in the hands of the
students.
Johnson, whose measure was
scheduled to be submitted to the
Senate Wednesday night, said the
Finance Committee's handling of
budget appropriations this year has
been.' •irresponsible."
His proposal calls for a
referendum in which all groups
• requesting funding from ASUNM
would be listed together with the
amount they asked, Organizations
which did not request ASUNM
funds because they did not understand or inadequately followed
procedural guidelines could also be
listed on the referendum if the
·Senate wished to fund them and
place them on the ball~t.
Each student would he asked
how ·much money each·· group
should receive. The total for all
organizations' budgets could not
equal more than the $137,000 the
Senate hits to work with for funding
pUrposes,. Johnson said.
. ·
He said, "A student could write
in :zeroes for all the ·organizations if
he wanted to."
The ballots would then .be tallied
by sfudent government officials.
the average of all students' budget
recommendations for a given
organization would be the figure
forwarded to the. Senate. Fot
example, if only two students voted
for a grol)p's budget and one
suggested $4,000 and the other
suggested $2,000 the. a moutH
forwarded to the Senate would be
$:3,000 for that organization .

The Senate would be bound to above example, the Senate could
this <!Veraged figure, but Johnson's recommend a budget as high as
proposal would give them the $3,600 or as low as $2,400,
option of increasing or decreasing
The Senate-approved budgets
the students' recommendation by · then would go back to the students
20 per cent. Expanding on the for another referendum in which

they would vote to either approve
or reject the proposal for each
organization.
"That way, students get to vote
twice on how their money is spent,''
Johnson said.

appropriation, which covers most
main campus operating expenses,
,was $44 million.
James Wieglilalm, UNM dire~tor
of budget, business and finance,
said line-item allocations within the
·r and Q budget will probably be
decided next week.
Wiegmann also said ''adjustments"· ·will be made in. the
number of faculty and staff
positions next year.
·
Because the appropriation is not
as large as UNM had hoped for,
President William E. Davis said,
"selected vacancies" at the end of
this year would be left un.filled.
Wiegmann said .he doubted any
faculty or staff members would be
fired. The shortage of funds can be
compensated for by not budgeting
positions vacated by attrition, he
said.
About the legislature's treatment
of UNM, Davis said, "I think we

j
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conUnued on page 3

Group formed to protest b·lockades
By MIKE HOEFT
A g!oup call;d the S!ud~pt
Comm1ttee Agamst Bamcadmg
(SCAB) has. be~n ~harte(ed as a
UNM orgamzation m response to
Mayor £?avid Rusk's _refusal to halt
a block~de proj~ct m the Spruce
Park neighborhood.
.
City workers installed blockades
Tuesday across west-bound en•
. trances from University onto Sigma
Chi, Las Lomas and Roma.

barricades will l~st only the 90-day
trial period.
Guttmann said the blockades are
1
not safe. "Ambulances, fire trucks
and city buses may cross the lane.
into oncoming traffic to get
through, but residents can't."
·
Mayoral aide Fabrizio Bertoletti ··
said it is safe for city buses to make
the- route through the area 20 tim.es
a day.
·

''The whole issue here is that the
parking ·problem is on UNM's
SCAB spokesperson Michele shoulders," said Guttmann. The
Guttman, who lives·in the area near University is neglecting the
· Marquette and Mulberry, said the responsibility to provide adequate
group is urging citizens to write parking for students."
letters to local newspapers or call
the mayor protesting the
University officials will be·
barricades.
·
· working on a new UNM parking
Apparently, one driver has study authorized by the . state
already protested ·the measure by legislature. The study will be an
smashing through the structure a update of an earlier plan done by a
few hours after it had been erected.
California firm in· 1977, which
•'•The barricades went up called for razing of buildings on the
Tuesday and went down Wed- block north of Scholes Hall and
nesday,'' said Maxine -Bushman, · replaced wjth a multi-tier parking
·spokesperson for a neighborhood . structure.
group opposing the blockade.
Meanwhile, University officials
Bushman's group failed last week say. the nt)rth campus parking lot,
to obtain a court order stopping whiCh has been paved .and has bus
installation of the barricade. She shuttle service to south campus, is
said District court Judge J oscph · sfill free though toll booths have
Baca ruled that the mayor had the been installed.
·
.
legal right. to make the decision,
Officials say the lot, usually a
unfair or not. She said the group is third-full" du'ring peak use hours,
now trying to ensure that the isn't attracting many students.

.

'

0

City workets Jac~ie MaHinez, Louie Sanchez and Eli Salas
rep/lice a btJrricade erected Tuesday at Roma and university.
B11rricades block three west bound streets from University.
Witnesses say a vehicle demolished tha fresh blockade
Tuesd~y evening.
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Knesset approves trea
UP I - The Knesset' s 95-18 vote
with two abstentions opened the
way for Egypt, Israel and the
United States to sign the historic
treaty in Washington next Monday.
The vote capped the longest and
one of the bHterest debates in the
Knesset's 30-ycar history a
marathon 28-hour session marked
bY loud heckling, disputes over the
treaty text, biblical quotations and
a big kiss from Prime Minister
Mcnachem Begin.
But in the end - in the predawn
hours of T.,ursday morning- the
Knessct voted overwhelmingly in
favor of the peace treaty by a show
of hands that created so much

confusion among the vote counters
that the results had to be tallied
twice. The outcome was assured,
but Israel's Parliament made its
debate on the peace treaty with
Egypt another shouting match
Wednesday.
.
''It is clear to Egypt that what
they are achieving from us for
peace they would never have
achieved by means of war," said
Deputy Defense Minister Mor•
dechai Zippori.
Confident of victory on~ the.
treaty vote, B.egin stayed away from
the Knesset chamber for most. of
the day, in contrast to his display of
endurance during the 17-hour

debate on the Camp David peace
accords in September.
Political sources said every one
of the 120 Knesset members had
taken a position on the treaty, and
Begin was expected to win more
•than 90 votes. But every lawmaker
insisted on taking his or her 10min1,1te turn at the podi1,1m, to be
able to speak about the first treaty
between Israel and an Arab state.
Much of Wednesday's squab·
bling centered on the government's
delayed presentation of the final
text of the treaty.
The document Begin gave to the
Knesset Tuesday was not a final
text, and State Department sources
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Fo.otp ri nts found
n v 0 Ic a n •. c a. s h
' ••

WASHINGTON (U PI)
Anthropologist Mary Leakey
reported Wednesday the discovery·
in Africa of a trail of 3.6 millionyear-old footprints, which proves
for the first time our ancestors

~M~·~'"~"'~·~~·~··~~~-;:;;~~·~~~=~

ENJOY
THIS SUMMER!
Jog,
Play Tennis, Swim,
Tan, Dance, and get
into a tlair Design
that is easy to take care of
and looks good naturally.
call842·8300
1123 Central N.E.

walked upright that long ago.
The• prints, made by two inf'
dividuals an estimated foyr tQ JVe
feet tall, were preserved in volcanic
ash that hardened qut'cki.Y like
concrete when dampened by rain.
Dr.'Leakey said the discovery last
summer in northern Tanzania is
"of the greatest importance in the
story of human evolution.
"These provide us with evidence
in the story of man's past that is
unquestionable, and establish that
man reached free-striding, upright
bipedal gait at 3.6 million years,
very much earlier than was known
for certain."
Dr. Leakey said at a National
' Geographic Society news conference the absence of tools in the
area and indications the creatures
had small brains show that upright
walking "preceded by a long way
enlargement of the brain and
manual dexterity."

PREPARATION for April 28th

GRADUATE
RECORD
EXAMINATION

Qualified personnel will conduct analytical reasoning,
math and verbal skills building and review ... 16 hrs. of instruction in 8 sessions.
1 session
3 sessions

Introduction and diagnostic
Analytical Reasoning, Venn Diagrams
Analysis of Explanations*
'
Math*
Verbal*

2 sessions
2 sessions

The .dates and times of the sessi.o~s will be .arranged accordmg to the schedules of the partiCipants.
Cost: $1 0.00/session plus tax and refundable book deposit.
A minimum of three sessions, one of which must be the
Introduction and the two remaining of student choice .
is required.
·
'
Call: 298-6974 (evenings)
881-8379 (evenings)

r

}

Educational Consulting Services
Ina Miller and Jan Randall

(*EnroUment is limited to 10 participants)

in Washington were quoted as first mimeographed copies di(i• not
saying it was d fe with inaccuracies.
reach the floor for more. than five
The Prime Minister told hours.
parliament members at the start of
Wednesday's session "certain
T~e treaty with Egypt has
corrections, not of the greatest . strame\1 both alliances and emnities ·
imporiance," were necessary, and in Israel, and the normally raucous
he · promised they would receive a atmosphere of the Knesset reflected
final r!rnft within an hnur. But the those changes this week,.

,;JNEWS BRIE-FS
Battle continues
TEHRAN, Iran- Kurdish rebels, ignoring a second cease-fire .call from
Ayatollah Ruhollah K~omeini, surro~nded a belea~ered army,outpost in
,Sanandaj Wednesday Ill heavy fightmg that has killed more than 500 in
Iranian army helicopters, dodging rebel ground fire, flew non-stop
three
days.inside the walled fortress, ferrying in fresh troops, guns and
missions
' munitions to the besieged defenders.
· ·

Vaccine recalled
ATLANTA - The sudden death of four infants in Tennessee prompted
a nationwide recall Wednesday of vaccine used to protect children against
diptheria, tetanus and Whooping COUg.h.
Federal health officials noted no cause-and-effect relationship had been
established between the vaccine and the cluster of sudden deaths,· and said
the government was acting ''out of an abundance of caution."

b £1'1o·n
Mos·'£1m
.r£1
lb.
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~·
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. Afghamstan
'
RAWALPINDI, Pa k'Jstan- MosIem rebeIs m
are rising up
to overthrow the country's Marxist government, in some cases battling
with sticks and stones against warplanes and tanks, the rebels' leader said
Wednesday.
Prof. Sibghatullah Mojaddidi, head of the Afghan Liberation Front,
Wednesday said insurgents were fighting in mote than half the nation's
provinces against better-equipped troops of Premier Noor Mohammed
Taraki's pro-Moscow regime.
\ Jll
.I

vveapons sa,e

WASHINGTON - The administration Wednesday prepared the
ground for a series of moves- including sales of sophisticated warplanes
to both Egypt and Israel -that will permanently c~ange, U.S, pqlicy in the
Middle East.
·
Cornerstone of the policy change is the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty,
expected to be signed Monday in Washington.

PPaCe
t·!:ii'kc.o
"'
ul• ~

B.ANGKOK, Thailand - Hanoi said Wednesday it will sit down for
peace talks with China next week, but only if Peking withdraws every one
of the 10,000 soldiers it reportedly has stationed on Vietnamese soil.
A cool diplomatic note from Vietnam to the Chinese Foreign Ministry
warned that Hanoi may resume the war if Pekin~ fails to order its troops
back across the border recognized by Vietnam.

Solomon resigns
WASHINGTON -Jay Solomon submitted his resignation to President
Carter Wednesday as head of the scandal-plagued General Services
Administration, and said he would leave t.he office in 10 days.
·
Solomon had announced earlier that he would be stepping down, and let
it be known he was embarrassed by reports that White House aides were
planning to replace him.

The UNM Student Publications Board
is accepting applications for

EDITOR
·

of the

New Mexico Daily Lobo
for the 1979·1980 Academic year
through March 30, 1979
Applications are available in Room 131 1
~1arron Hall, between 8:30and 4:30p.m.,
Mondays through Fridays.
Deadline .is Friday, March 30th at 4:30p.m.
C~nd!dates must be present at the
Publications Board meeting on April 9th,
7:00p.m., in R9om 230 of the SUB
when th_e.!f()ard considers the applicants.
/:·'.·•·....

The new·editor.will a~surne responsibilitY
of the Dat/y Lobo on April16
·.

· Foradditional information contact the
Publications office in Ma;ron Hall 131. ·

El Malpais Java .flow considered

I·

Wilderness designation possible
:Oy CHRIS MILLER
The
Bureau
of
Land
Management· has tentatively
recommended that El Malpilis lava
flow south of Grants, be considered
for wilderness designlltion, but
. several unresolved issues could
jeopl!rdize eventual designation.
BLM Area Manager Paul Tanner
has describe!! the land as having
"outstanding scenic qualities ·and
wilderness attributes," However,
the need for an exchange with tt(e
Navajo Ttibe, which owns 80,000
acres of the 115,000 designated for
the area, and the acquisition of
mineral rights may prevent
preservation of the area.
Jerry Townsend, of the BLM in
Socorro, said the bureau reached its
conclusion after several months of
inventory, land use planning and
consultation with various interest
groups and individuals.
"We have sent our recommendation to various interest'

• • •
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came out extremely well."
But, Library Assistant Dean
Daniel Lester said "The crude
expression around Zimmerman
Library is 'everyone will get
screwed equally."
''The 7.4 per cent increase in the
~ and G budget does not . cover
· inflation in the cost of books and
other library expenses."
Lester said the library is already
short of funds due to last year's
expiration of a five-year $10 million
library ·acquisition bond. The
library will be forced to cancel
subscriptions to 2,400 periodicals,
he said.
·
UNM Medical School will receive
$8.8 million this year - about
$850,000, or 10.8 per cent, more
·
than the current year.
''Our operating expenses are
growing," said Margie Taylor,
medical center public information
officer. "Many of our supplies are
petroleum products, and these
prices keep going up." .
Legislators gave the largest
percentage increase tp UNf\of's
Harwood foundation.
The foundation, deeded to the
University in 1936 by Taos ,artist
Lucy Harwood, received a $75,000
appropriation, a 54.6 per cent
increase from last year.
Continuing Education Director
Rupert Trujillo said the foundation
.has operated "on a shoe .string" in
the past.
He said the foundation operates
the pnly library in Taos County and
an extensive collection of Southwestern art.

groups aro~_nd · the country concerned with wilderness areas,"
Townsend said. "We hope to get
some feedback from them as to
whether they think it's I! good idea
or not."
Townsend said BLMis giving the
public 45 days, from March 12 to
April 25, to comment on the
proposal. "We. will then weigh the
pros and cons of the proposa)l!nd
then send our report to the
president. and th.e Congress who
must act on it before July 1, 1980,"
he said.
.
Oaniel Deschinny, directQr of
land administration for the Navajo
Tribe in Window Rock, Ariz., said
the tribe will probably give title to
the 80,000 acr.es 'to BLM ••as soon
as we can get the authority from the
Secretaryofthelnterior." · ·
Deschinny said B.LM would give ·
the Navajos abput 57,000 acres
north of Crownp<:Jint in exchange
for tqeir land. "The BLM tells us
we'll be getting less acreage, ·
however, both areas of land are
said to have an equal dollar value,"
~e said.
Deschinny said the land is being
'used as grazing and ranch land and
some Navajo families currently live
in the area.
.
· Deschinny said the BLM has
promised the Navajo Tribe that the
families living on the land would
not have to be relocated.
''However, once they gain title to
the land, I guess they will be able to
do anything they want with it," he
said.
·
Don Tea, vice president of the
New Melrico and Arizona Land

Company in Phoenix, Ariz., which
owns the mineral rights to the laud,
said .as yet .he has not received an
offer from QLM. to purchase the
mi.neratrights,
''We would. be wiliing to sell
them' the'mineral rights
to the landif
·:
-

Speech therapy·
offered at UNM

'•

'

Speech theri!PY fQr stut. tering and voice prQblems is
being offered by the University
of New Mexico cmnmunicl!tive
disorders department. Serivces
are available at no cost tQ .
UNM students ana-lit mil)imai
cost to the generl!l public.

.
(
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·Trees, insects studied
A recently completed "ecological
chamber" in the biology building is
being used .to study the ef.fects of
drought on trees and insects,

Rex G. Cates, assistant professor
of biology, is using the chamber to
study how drought affects the
spruce budworm, and the Douglas

of

Effects
bu.dworm on fir forests will be studied in the
biology department's new ecology chamber.

')

1

and White fir forests on which the
budworms feed.
The chamber, financed by the .
biology department, was completed
two weeks ago for $12,96(), he said.
"The spruce budworm is a
serious problem in New .Mexi.co
because most of our forests are
made up of Douglas fir and White
fir," Cates said.
Cates said he hopes to discover
what· will make the trees more
resistant to the budworm.
Cates said he has studied the
problem of the spruce budworm
since 1975 under a continuin~ grant
from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He expects to complete
his study in three years.
"The trees' natural defenses
break down when the trees are
·subjected to the stress of drought.
And because their natural tolrins
are reduced, the trees are also more
nutritional for the insects," Cates
said.
He said the chamber can be used
to control light, temperature, and
humidity. He can then observe how
the trees and the spruce budworm
are affected by the different
conditions.
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A
Firstlesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so
unique thatit took an .
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establisfi the
standards for .
Old Grand•Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.

-~--'

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be.100 proof.
No more. No less.

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recogruze
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

M·aster's.
program
.
a_pproved
UNM's Faculty Senate Tuesday
approved creation of a master's
de~ree program in community and
regional planning. The new· degree
will be offered by UNM's School of
Architecture and Planning. ,
Speaking to the senators,
Architecture
Dean
Morton
Hoppenfeld said the degree
program was designed to satisfy
New Mexico's need for architectural plaimers.
"We're a rapidly growing state,"
said Hoppenfeld. "Of the. people
now hired to deal with this growth,
m()st are from out of state.'.
· He said the two-year program
will offer courses focusin~ on needs
ofthe Southwest.
·
The program now awaits , ap. proval from the Provost's office,
the UNM B.oard of Regents and the
state.. Board of Educational ·
· Finance.
If approved at .all levels, UNM .
students may enter the program. in ·
the fall of 1980,

the offer is reasonable, however, we
wouldn't accept a ridiculously low
offer," he said.
BLM. will conduct three formal
public meetings to be held in
Albuquerque, Grants and Socoroo
concerning El Mal pais.

...i'

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is ~;~.uthentic Kentucky solltr·IlCiasn
Bourbon, made with pure limestone ·
wilter, the finest grains, and aged in new
charted-oak bartels.
·. ,

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whisl<ey is
at least four years old. .
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.

Ki:'nlticky Stt.1ightBourbon Whiskey.100-ptoo(.lh>Uicd in Uor\d. Old Cr,,nd·D•d !JisHIIcry Co., Fr•nkfort,KyAI)t;(JJ.
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Navajo society
to be discussed
Editorial
.~LOPPY lABS

Balance of power
Thank heaven for the democratic balance of power.
Wednesday afternoon a temporary injunction was granted by the
ASUNM student court against the Senate Finance Committee because
of alleged violations of ASUNM law during t~e recent budget hearings.
The committee's procedures have been termed everything from
"totally irresponsible'' to a "denial of free speech,''
Budget proceedings are now halted until either plaintiff ASUNM
President Mimi Swanson fails to present a brief asking for court action
by Friday or until the court acts on the matter.
Swanson has said she will have the brief ready by the appointed
hour.
At last night's Senate meeting, president Pro-tem Phil Hernandez
called the committee's budget proceedings "outrageous" and asked,
"How can we senators sit here and listen to what has been happening
and not take any action?"
Hernandez referred to the fact that several organizations had not
been officially notified of the Finance Committee's meeting Monday_
night at which budget recommendations were voted on. Representatives from the lnterntaional Center told the Senate they had to call the
student government offices Monday, after learning about the meeting,
to find out if they should attend. Center director Herach Deracoupiance
said Finance Committee Chairman Eric Lucero assured him that it was
not necessary to attend the meeting because no formal action would be
taken concerning the budgets.
But at that meeting, the committee did vote on budget appropriations, denying organizations the opportunity not as one senator
succinctly put it "to argue or fight for more money, but to inform the
committee" as to the reasons they had requested a specific sum.
,, _ ,
So much for honesty in government, at least in this case.
Fortunately, enough groups were neglected and/ or misinformed to
rally against the committee's unjust proceedings. And the executive
and judicial branches of student government have come to their aid.
We hope they win.
·

Opinion

Friends reject draft
Editor's note: The following is a statement from Edward Snyder,
executive Sf!Cretary of the Friends Committee on National Legisiation.
The FCNL is a Quaker lobbying group which since 1943 has been
working on peacf! and other social issues.

We appreciate the Opportunity to make this statement concerning
various bills to authorize draft registration or to renew induction
authority,. While no one person or organization can represent the views
of all Friends, there is no question that opposition to the military draft is
broad and deep among members of the Religious Society of Friends.
We oppose draft registration as unnecessary and as a first step
toward reactivation of the military draft in the United States.
We oppose conscription because in peacetime it imposes more
totalitarian controls over, and. denies more civil liberties to, law-abiding
citizens than any other institution our form of our government. It gives
the military establishment unwarranted influence over one of the most
important assets of our nation-our youth. It denies American history
and tradition, which favor volunteerism over compulsion.
We oppose conscription because it is an integral part of the war
system, whose ultimate intent is the destruction of human life. This is
deeply abhorrent ot our religious values.
'
We believe the tremendous· human and material resources now
devoted to the illusory search for security through arms in ciur own and
other nations should be used instead to build alternative institutiOns to
settle disputes without resort to threats or use of force and to move
rapidly toward comprehensive worldwide disarmament.

t
r

We are puzzled by various efforts to reimpose draft registration in the _
light of statements and testimony by the acting director or Selective
Service that he can meet the new, stringent Department of Defense
mobiliation requirements without advance draft. registration if he is
given some additional funds (approximately $2 million a year).
We are also puzzled by the efforts to revive the draft when the
President, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army, and
other persons chiefly responsible say that it is not necessary.

-

.

We wish to state out oposition to several proposals which would put·
the Selective Service System under the Department of Defense. This
would further erode civilan control over vital decisions affecting the
lives of millions of Americans. The Department of Defense should not
be given authority to decide who is a conscientious objector and what·
types of work might qualify as alternatiVe service for such objectors.
We urge the rejection of the pending bills which would authorize
draft registration, renew the induction authority for the active forces or
reserves, or place the Selective Service System under the Department
of Defense.

Research into the social organization of an area of the Navajo Reservation which faces large scale energy and agribusiness development will be
discussed by a Navajo Community College official Friday at I p.m .. in the
UNM Kiva Auditorium.
•
Dr. Mark Schoeptle, director of research a,nd development at ,NCC's
Shiprock campus, will be the second speaker in a series of public lectures
sponsored jindian Community Education.
Dillon Platero, director of CAICE, said, "NCC has initiated and
completed the first phase of research and assessment into the social
organization of the area around Shiprock. Dr. Schoepfle will draw from
basic research experiences both at NCC-Shiprock and at the Navajo
Division of Education where he previously worked.''
Platero said that while the possibility of disruption of Navajo lifestyles
due to energy and agricultural development has been studied by others, the
NCC research looks at Jess obvious strategies Navajos have been
developing to adapt to new conditions.
"These strategies are of short-term a!ld long-(enn significance and
reflect grass roots responses to proposed development," Platero said.
"The research has revealed attitudes that reflect the fact that Navajos are
capable of, and that they have been for some time, assessing the impact of
development on their neighbors while planning for t)leir own futul'e."
Schoepfle, an anthropologist, will also discuss the implications of the
NCC research data for community planning and Navajo education,
Platero said.
.
''The research methods have been developed to include the people
directly affected by social change into the planning decision process,"
Platero said. "At the same time methods such as decision modeling have
been developed and applied in response to the challenges of such public
participation.''
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U.NM Trailblazers will meet
tonight at .6:30 p.m. at the Pizza
Hut on central near San Mateo.

~~~
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National Chicano Health
Organization meets tonight in
Chicano Studies at 7:30 p.m. Topic
of discussion will be the Clinical
· Education Program.

.

UNM Mountain Club will hold a
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Ortega Hall Room 335.

*
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Letters

oooNeseuRv

Random thoughts
~-

ICING PHOTO

Toppled

This yucca, Nst of the Rne
Arts Cttnter, was apparently
uprooted by the strong gusts
of wind flllrlier this week.

yucca

.

I am unsure how to respond to Ms. Beck's letter of 2/16/79, not
knowing her as I do. (I am. incidentally, the anonymous "Tom" of her
tale.) A few random thoughts ....
My first song, "Old Shoes," relates my affection for comfortable
shoes and comfortable songs and my pleasure at having an audience,
along with my intention to be true to myself.
Every person who says or plays anything over the air is guilty of "use
of the radio forum for his own personal bias."
Following m_y performance (by request) of a Robert Johnson song, a
woman called KUNM and asked "Do you hate women or do you just
have a warped ,sense of humor?"· I respo·nded "I definitely have a
warped sense of humor," and proceeded to prove it. This was
situational satire and was intended to be in bad taste.
My' third song, "Woman Of My Dreams," concerns a young woman
who beats up her would-be attacker to the great pleasure of the (male)
narrator.
The "best man" at my wedding was a woman.
I am hetero-sexual male. That's not a boast, it is simply .a fact. It
doesn't make me better or worse than anybody else. But it is part of
who I am, and I don't ask anybody to put any part of their identity in the
closet.
I was not on from 2 to 4 p.m., but from 3:10 to 3:55p.m. My name
was announced every· ten minutes or so, so Ms. Beck can't have
listened very long, and therefore, took the whole thing out of context. ·
Woody Allen could make a movie out of this.
Listen for God's laughter.
Tom Parrott

Dormitory resident's
property ripped off
A Coronado Hall resident at UNM Sunday found himself ripped off of
property valued at $4,060 when he returned froin a visit with rel~tives in
Raton.
According to campus' police, the burglar stole stereo equipment, a tenspeed bicycle, a color televiSion, a mobile-auto telephone, a scanner, a
· drafting machine, a clock radio, an aluminum brief-case and several
tapestry rugs.
The resident, who wished not to be identified, said he locked his door
last Thursday at 9 a.m. when he left for Raton.
.When.he.-returned.Sunday .nighl, the resident unlocked his door to find ..
his property missing, police said. It was not a forced entry, police said.
Though he did not know who the suspect was, the resident said he
thought the burglar may have used a duplicate key to open the door.
The victim said his property was insured.
Police are investigati!Jg the matter. No ~barges have been filed.

Delta Sigma Pi will have a
professional meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m.· in the Tripp Room of the
Anderson School of Management.

Ballroom Dance
Demonstration

Campus Crusade for Christ will
be having its weekly leadership
training class at 7 p.m. in Room 340
of the Family Practice Center.

By two of B.Y.U.'s
INTERNATIONAL GOLD
DANCE TEAM MEMBERS

ATM Business Organization will
meet Friday at 7 a.m. at the
Howard Johnson's,Midtown.

· Ron Steiner
and Susie Stone

Live Comedy Show Friday at
II :30 a.m. at the Subway Station in
the SUB.

Friday March 23 SUB Ballroom

Luncheon scheduled
How psychology is used in the
courtroom wili be discussed by the
chairperson
of the UNM
psychOlogy department at a luncheon meeting of the UNM Faculty
Women's Club on Friday.
Dr. Henry C. Ellis, chairperson
of the UNM psychology department since 1975, will speak on
'!Psychology ill the Courtroom:
Eyewitness Identification and
Testimony." The meeting will
begin at noon at El Pinto
restaurant.
Women faculty members, wives
of UNM faculty and their guests
ware invited to the luncheon.
Ellis has served as visiting
professor at the University of
Hawaii, University of California at
Berkeley
a!ld
Washington
University. He is past president of
the Southwestern and the Rocky
Mountain
Psy.chological

But ge~vernm'ent. ..
Editor:
· Albuque~ue could have one of the four best transit systems, at low
cost. The city does not need 25 new big and expensive buses. For the
same amount of capital we could "paint" a high speed busway system:
one that has busway stops every one mile and priority traffic signals.
Such a busway system on a two-mile grid would carry three times as
many paople per hour, cost half as much as the present grid, have less
than ten-minu~e waits per station, and partly due to Albuquerque's grid
trip pattern this transit system has the potential of being revenueproducing.
The reason is simple,· A bus traveling on the same route at 36 mph
tarries more people per hour than cine traveling at 12 mph. Furthermore
with express crosst-:)Wn routes say from UNM to Winrock. • • • it's
faster. During non-rush hours as few as 25 buses are needed, not 60;
thus financial resources can be concerved by pulling buses on and off
as needed. Bluntly, the present one-quarter mile stop "grid" bus route
system isa financial disaster, requiring multi-million dollar tax subsidies.
In· the future, busway stations can build concrete ramps so
passengers, and wheelchairs can board quickly via double do.ors on
either the right or left side of the bus. Getting people to the sations can
be eost"effective also. Taxi cabs, electric or gasoline, can carry 30
peOplljl per hour on a one-mile route, to and from the busway station;,
while a jitney, ten passenger, van also on a one-rnile route can carry 120
people per hour. While taxis and vans are uneconomical fo·r long
distances, they cost pennies per passenger for short distances under
one rnile. lhe reason is the major cost of transit is drivers, and with
each driver carrying more passengers per hour, the less it costs. Also, In
san Diego a trailer is being built, where people can put their bicycle on
the end of buses. ·This trailer clamps to the handlebar, a key locks the
clamp. In fact, GM now is.making an interesiing 3 to.6 mph·automated
pedestri~ n platform.
·
· · ·
'
·
If you add up the nunber of people who don't own cats, can't afford
one, or o-.yn second family cars;, at least 30 per cent of all trips in
Albuquerque cou(d' be handled on this 'new' low cost transit system.
·
But city government. • • .
Martin NiK

UNM Chess Club will meet
tonight in Room .231-B· of the SUB
at7p.m.
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by Garry Trudeau

fo r co~ment after the injun.c.tio. n
was granted, but told the LOBO
earlier this week that Swanson
"tends io find things that don't go
her way to be unconstitutional."
Swanson is also seeking court
action to determine whether an
internal business statute is un•
constitutional because it restricts
·recommendations to only
bud.·g· e·t
.
.
the.Fmance Coll!mJ!tee.
Internal Busmess #24, passed
March 7, states .that the r.ecommenda~lon of the Senat~ Fman~e
Commtttee . shall . constitute t e
bu~~~t 0 ~~t0J'~· Constitution,
h . . . . . . 1 1 5 that a budget "shall
b~we~;r~:e~ eMce 11 year by the
ASONM President as well as by the
Senate Finance Committee." ·

Associations.
Widely published nationally and
internationally, Ellis' newest text is
on the "Psychology of Learning
and memory." He has served as
consultant to the public Defender
departments of New Mexico and
Colorado,
and
to
other
organizations and corp,orations in
the United States and Mexico.

Mutilation
study set
WASHINGTON, D.C. -U.S.
Senator Harrison Schmitt said he
has invited officials from 14 other
states to a conference on cattle
mutilations.
The conference, scheduled for
April 20, wHI be held in
Albuquerque.
. .
Schmitt said he has contacted
Gov. Bruce King and the governors
of other states where the mysterious
d
cattle mutilations have occurre ·
The conferenee is being sponsored
by Schmitt and U.S. Attorney for.
New Mexico, R.'E. Thompson.
"TO -date," Schmitt said, ''the
mutilations have been as mysterious .
• f
as they )lave been grisly. Astde ron1
discerning a definite pattern to the
nature of the mutilations, law
enforcement' officers have been
unable to develop any definitive
1 lids as •he perpetrators otthese
e,
., • .
.
crt~~use of a growing concern
about this problem in New Mexico
and other states, he said he is
·proposing 11. coordinated effort
among the affected states, the U.S.
. Attorney for Ne'Y Mexico, the F~l
and the state Pohce, to addr.ess th1s
problem.

to

8:30P.M.
Phi Alpha Theta, the history
honor society, will hold its monthly
meeting in the History Department
Lounge in Mesa Vista Hall at 3:30
p.m. Friday.

They will be performing
during the Ballroom Dance
Club meeting from

· 7:30 · 9:30 P.M.
Pre-registration forms are
available in the Special Education
Department for 11 child abuse
workshop toe held April 7 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. For more information, contact the department.

Semi-Formal Dress
Free fo Ballroom Dance Club Members
$2.00 for non-rnembers
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WE RIPPED YOU 'STUDENTS OFF TO PRINT THIS

Session I

Volume I

BUDGET

c ii"L::"'.f ... ft..l"o k
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WHAT'S GOING ON
In The Real
World

The Senate
Observer

A Jot of what stud~nt
government does is nothing more
than spinning its own wheels.
Periodically, however, they really
do something. Since Student
Government can directly influence
only a few things, its resolutions which express the will of the
students - are in many ways the
most important things ASUNM can
do,
This last semester, student
government has been working on
many matters: Tuition and Fees,
UNM's budget in Santa Fe, WIPP,
and the University of Albuquerque.
the major tool of student
government in effecting these
things outside the University is the
Lobby Committee. The Lobby
committee, working up in Santa Fe,
has had many priorities. The most
important, Of course, has been its
fight to keep the tuition from
rising. (last fall, about 900fo of the
students who vote!! in a referendum
ASUNM held voted against this
increase). ASUNM has also been
working to ensure that New Mexico
has the right to stop WIPP if we
want to. The Students of UNM,
through ASUNM, have backed 1\
of U in its struggle to continue t,'l
exist.
ASUNM has also passed a
resolution against the Faculty
Senate's decision to change the
policy on repeating courses.
ASUNM has no direct impact on
policies like these ~ so ASUNM's
clout depends entirely on how much
the students back them.

4.

Time For.
Change
Its that time again: some of
our hallowed student officials come
up for re-election. ASUNM is, after
all, a democracy. The election will
be held on April 10 and 11.
.

.

"ASUNM (Student Government) Offices
Upstairs, Student·Union Building
277-5528 • 277-5529 • -277-5520,.,
'L

-- . .
....._..

·~

Each semester,· ASUNM 'appropriations bill' for the groups'
receives· $14.00 from each of its funding. The Senator needs to
members, All full-time un- know who would. be handling the
dergraduates
must
become funds and how much money is
members of ASUNM, part-time needed. They also need to know
students may become members if what the money will be spent for.'·
The budget is to be approved
they are willing to fork over the fee.
The ASUNM Senate is in by the students in the spring general
charge o1' the Finances of the election. Right now the Senate is
Student Government. While the preparing the budget to present to
bulk of the money is distributed in the students. The Finance comthe 'budget' each spring, sub- mittee worked until 3;00 a.m.
stantial sums are appropriated Monday night to finish their
throughout the year. Chartered recommendation.
The ASUNM President and
Organizations on campus are
eligible for funding from ASUNM, the Budget Inquiry Board also
either through an appropriation or prepare recommendations for the
as part of the budget. Individual budget. Each of these, together
appropriations cannot exceed with the one from the Finance
$4,856.88. Groups wishing to committee, is considered by the
obtain an appropriation should Senate. In the past, the budget
contact an ASUNM Senator so procedings have been little better
that the Senato.r can submit an than riots. However, this year
reforms have been institute!! to try
to civilize the proceedings
somewhat.
First, the. whole affair was
made earlier so it wouldn't run into
the election. The first budget
bearings were heard early this
month. Several new rules have been
developed; for example, now all
amendments to the budget must
presented a head of time and in
writing. The budget procedings
schedule is:
Budget hearings: March 3 and

...."'--.....~~

Finance
Funding

Representatives

AL.L.

\IER.

Senate Meeting

HowToBitch
At Us
-the ·Observer is written and organlztd
undetlhe auspices oft he Senate Observer $ub•
commluee- or the ASUNM Law Reporter
Committee. The 0/lservet com~ oul once a
week (Qn Mondays), Jr you Want to complain
td us about_ this newsletter, contact us through
the ASUN:M (smdent govctnn'Jcm) offices
upJtairs in the SOB: 271~5528, SS29 or 5520.
Vou ·can; by the way, atso compfarn abouL Stu•,
dent Oovernment tO Student Government at
those htimbcts.

HELP!
the Observer Subcommittee needs iielp.

(tsn't It )'rctty obvlousc?) this is ooe hell ot a
job and we're. not cqulpcd to dO it. RJght ·now·
we need two mare members ror the oommhtce.
We welcome (and praise to .high hcavtn)
anybody who will help "' in any way. If you
want t11 help pot the Observer 01Jt 1 please con-

tact us soon~

Submissions ·
Policy
If you are part o( a chartered .sroup on
cant pus and ~ur group is schcmlilg sorrtet hing
or otherj you c:au publicize lhfbUgh the
observer. Wha:tcver }'OU submit should be no
longer than rlfty words, (We may have to cUt
even that down i( lots of groups need space),
ASUNM executive: corvtnluecs are also
welcome 1o use space In tl1e Obse;ver. Com•
mittce sUbmissidl'ls should not be more thm1
100words +or 2'~ by 310 •
Submissions should be placer.! In the
'ObserVerf box oUtside the ASUNM offfces ot
may b(! left tit the lnfor)'natlQ.rt booth in tM
SUB. Submission~ mtist be recelved bY
Wednesday the week bel ore they run. Vou-can
write anYthing )'O_li -want-that isn rt tJITensive.

The Observer is paid for by ASUNM

1.

oo

I
I
I

Student Government
Work?!?!?!

I

. Many times we in the Senate
have been called a 'zoo' or a
'circus'. The only thing we can say
is: don't throw rocks if you live in a
glass house. We asked the students ·
to voice concern over a proposed
fee hike last fall. Only 2000
students voted - What a shame,
seeing as 20,000 students will be
effected.
Your voice is only as strong as
you make it. We would say its been
a rather weak voice lately! That
doesn't mean that Students don't
The following people are the student leaders
care. it only means that they don't
take time out to let us - the
SENATE:
Student Government - know PRESIDENT
they're concerned. We say Student Mimi Swanson*
STUDENT ALLIAN.CE
Phil Abney*
government can be just as enriching VICE-PRESIDENT
Jim Anaya
Leonard Garcia•
as psy. 101 - HA·HAI
_
NancyBaca
We, the students, can make COURT
David Epstein• ··
our voices heard! ASUNM needs Mary Helen Baber
Thomas Fisher
your input and We need it now! It is- John Thompson
EriC Lucero•
far easier to complain than it ls to David Flemming
Sheryl Paloni*
do something, We, the members of Christopher Psillas
Peter Pierotti .
the Senate Observer Subcommittee, ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jeff Piper•
give you, the students at UNM, a Greg Nibert+
direct challange to actively par- TREASURER
COALITION
Ann .Kelly*
ticipate in your student govern- Chris Falco*
ment. (At least vote, huh?). .
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES
UNM STUDENT
Doug Atwell
Ben Franklin said, on leaving Barbara McMahon (Election)*
independance' hall, "We've given Richard Bowles (Budget Inquiry)*
lndependants:
. you a democracy, see if you can CorneliaWhite (Cultural)+
Kathy Bernier
Valerie Ervin
keep itY The choice is yours - let Micha~l Stewart (Film)*
some student government speak for Sandra Ward (Intramural)*
Phiii-Jerrtandez•
you or let the administrators speak Phil DePteist (Lobby - local)•
Eirik Johnson
for you. Now is the time to decide. . Jim Rutherford (Lobby· Santa Fe)* Mario Ortiz •
Carol Sumpter .
NOTE: The opinion above Kathy Keller (Union)•
does not necessarily reflect the Marcel Lucero (Public Entertainment)
·
thoughts of anyone but the writer, a Richard Holden (Speakers)•
• coming up for re-election or
crack-pot Senator.
re-appointment
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The Pres/dent Pro· rem answers the charges. of the Senator Who tried to Oust Him

'-·

-

r-------------~--,

...,.ou

COI'\P L.AI N

-OPINION-

STUDENT OFFICIALS

t'L

Finance Committee recommendation: March 19.
Deadline for amendments:
March 21, 5:00p.m.
Senate Consideration begins:
March
22, 5:00p.m.
Chair Discusses
Budget completed: March 2S
with
NCHO
Budget announced: March 26

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

Questionnaire

Contr•ry to popular belief, ASUNM does want to know whet
the students think. P.lease fill out this questionnaire end
. drop It o(f at the Information booth at the SUB.
SENATEBRIEFS
Quickly coming up on the Senate's Agenda ere:
Legislation

Llu Dlollllt
11111 ld..

Internal Business No.9 - This would
amend the Constitution to clarify the
right to counsel.
lntemill bUsiness No. 15 -This would
amend the Constitution to remove the
defunct Student Affairs Committee.
Bill No. 11 - •sunset Act' for ASUNM.
This would require all ASUNM Agen·
cies, etc., to justify their existence
.each yea. r or be automatically
destroyed.
Bill No. 13 - This would make it so
that all students wishing to be
assistants to. ASUNM Agencies, etc.,
would have to be approved ,by the
Senate or one of Its committees.
.
Bill No. 16 - This combines and
c.larifies . Financial procedures for ·
ASUNM. It makes the restrictions on
ho.w t. h.e. Senate can sp·e· nd mo. ney a bi.t
stricter. .
Bill No. 17 - This would create an
Assembly, In effect making ASUNM bl·
c.ame.ral. Membership in the A.ssernbly
would be easier than getting Into tne
Senate, and would be less pblitlcar. .
ResolUtion No. 13 - This calls for an
ASUNM Constitutional Convention·

COMMENTS:

.
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UNM Split Games
Wrth Tourney Teams

BOOKS & THINGS
10% Discount W/Thls Ad
New Supply of
Asttology, Occult &
ffietophyslcal Books
Plus magazines &
Paperbacks.
CIIH Notes
Available

.

By KEVIN ROARK
The University of New Mexico
Lobos split a doubleheade{
Tuesday night in the prelude games
of the upcoming Turquoise
Tournament.
UNM beat Tulsa, a team that will
be in the tourney, in the opener 4-3.

Lower Level montgomery

mall

''Mischief Mouse
&
Possu.m Pot"

A children's play for adults
by Jan Snider
12 Noon
Subway Station·
Today

FREE

sponsored by Student Experimental Theater & Union Activities

The Lobos trailed 2-3 until their last
at-bat in the game.
With two outs in the final inning
right fielder Steve Muccio hit a
double. Walt Arnold scored
Muccio tying tlie game on a single.
Kyle Rutledge, the catcher, then hit
a shot for a triple off of Tulsa
pitcher Bob Hand sending across
the winning run.
Senior Rob Hoover (4-4) got the
win and went the distance. Hoover
doubled over as the left fielder for
the second game against the Idaho
Vandals, also turquoise tourney
participants.
The Vandals beilt the Lobos 13-7
in an error scarred contest, Six of
the Idaho runs were unearned.
UNM's Danny Muth, who came
in to relieve in the. fifth got the loss.
The Lobo starter was David
Steinberg.
Starting Friday games will be
played in the UNM sponsored
Turquoise Tournament.
The teams participating in the
turquoise tourney are Tulsa,
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville,
Southwest Missouri at Springville,
Idaho and UNM.
Karlin Tjelle, the only UNM woman swimmer to qualify for the
UNM will get a bye in the first nationals, has already been eliminated. .
round of the tourney that has a
There were 87 women entered in the diving competion and only 32 were
losers bracket in a round-robin type left after three dives.
.
tournament set-up.
Tjelle finished about the middle of the pack somewhere around 40th
· place.
"l think that the system is not very good the way it is," sa,id Lobo coach
Sam Jones.
·
•
"The defending champions in both the one-meter.. and the three-meter
dive could not even qualify in the top twenty in the competion."
"l think that the system will be changed in the near future," he said.

Sports Notes

Swimmer Eliminated
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You can post the campus fo1: only
$10 a year. That's the cost of a
one year subscription to the New
mexico Daily LOBO.· That includes the weekly summer issues.

Lunch Time Entertainment
TODAY
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City,Parks
Holding
lnteNiews

Preliminary interviews for all
summer Albuquerque Parks and
Recreation part-time positions will
be held March 24, 9 a.m. - noon
and March 26, 5 - 7 p.m., at
Heights Community Center, 823
Buena Vista SE.
Interested persons must attend
one of the interview limes. Persons
out-of-town during this time should
send a resume to the Parks and
Recreation office, 1801 4th NW,
87102 by March 30.
Positions are available in the
following programs: swimming
pools, playgrounds, community
and
recreation
centers,
therapeutics, tennis, Summer
·Youth Employment Program, and
mobile units.
The swimming pools are hiring:
lifeguards, who must be at least 16
years of age, have advanced
lifesaving and be willing to take
water safety instruction; cashiers,
who must be 17 years of age and
older and have a knowledge of
collecting
and
accounting
procedures; anp caretakers, m)JSt
be at least 17 years of age, willing to
work nights and have a working
mechanical knowledge. Proof of
age and certification should be
brought to the interview.

Guide. Gets Mention
The Lobo Sports Information offiCe has received an honorable mention
for their basketball press guide.
The guide was written, edited and designed by John Gonzales, Sport
Information Director, Del Jones and Rose Lomba.
The judging was made by done by Dan Foran of Marquette University.
Nebraska's press guide was cho~en as the best in the nation.

Lasers Release Slate
The AIOuquerque Lasers, a new member of the International Volleyball
Association, has released its 40-gamee schedule.
The first three Laser matches will be at home beginning May 14 against
Seattle; May_ 16 against Santa Barbara and May 18 against Denver.
The .Lasers will play. eigh~ weekend home dates (Friday and Saturday)
and will make their home at the Civic Auditorium. All home matches will
begin at 7:30p.m.

Jones Making Comeback
UNM football coaches are hoping C.J. Jones, a rifle-armed senior
quarterback, has recovered from an injury and will. challenge junior Brad
Wright for the top spot when spring practice opens March 26.
Jones, who passed for 260 yards on 15 of33 passes in 1977, sat out last
.
•
season after suffering a chest injury in fall practice.

Mr. Universe Arrives
Mr. Universe of 1975 wm·come into town today and will make g~est
appearances at several Albuquerque places including UNM's Johnson
Gym.
Bob Birdsong, who has beeome a Witness for Christ, will speak at the
·
UNM gym at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Friday, beginniilg at 6:30 a.m. he will be speaking to a breakfast meeting
· of the fellowship of
·
. .
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Need auto 1
·= insurance? :
1
• Call the
: specialists! :
1

I
I
I
I

Insure your car with I
Criterion and enjoy I
important benefits
I
like these:
•
I 0 Convenient Pay- I
•
ment Plans
I
I · 0 Country-wide I
I
I , Claim Service
I
I 0 Dependable
I
Protection
1
I 0 Choice of
1
1
Coverages
1

'Don't

Exceed
Limits~
By FAITH COLEMAN
"Don't exceed your limits," Dr.
Clark Chipman, chief of emergency
medicine at BCMC, advises novice
skateboard enthusiasts.
Injuries from skateboard accidents are increasing 160 per cent a
year both nationally and locally,
said the Federal Consumer Product
and safety Commission (FCPSC).
Areas of the United States with
mild weather year-rqund tend to
have more accidents than regions
with harsh winters. "This definitely
applies to Albuquerque," Chipman
says.
"Buy a good board with the
wheels securely fastened, and keep
the.board in good condition.
"Master basic skills before trying
any trick riding and emphasize
control rather than speed,,.
Chipman urges.
He suggests wearing . a helmet,·
elbow and knee pads and gloves.
Wearing long p.ants and a longsleeved shirt can cut down on
scrapes from falls.
Riders should never be towed
behind a moving vehicle, he says.
Beginners should receive 15-30
minutes of instruction from a
qualified person in how to fall
·
safely.
Chipman also advises riders· to
know local ordinances concerning
skateboarding. Albuquerque has
only one ordinance, which forbids
riding on sidewalks.
Beginning riders 10.14 years old
have the most injuries, with 5-to-9year-olds running a close second,
Chipman said.
·
Most injuries are minor scrapes
and cuts that do not require a
hospital visit. Fractures account for
31 percent of the injuries that
require hospi'tal. treatment,
Chipman said. The break is usually
of the lower arm near the wrist,
because the victim tries . to catch
himself on his extended hands, he
said.
The FCPSC has proposed
banning the' sale of skateboards'
because it says the sport is too
dangerous. Statistics show a higher
percentage of injuries in this spott
than i'n most others, Chipman said,
opposes
banning
but
he
skateboards because the sport is
good exercise.
"It's good to just get out and
move," he .said.

I
1
I
I
1
UNM students set their sights _pn :the .. lfor;iba/1 after a
missed shot. The Dutch sport is similar to American b~sket
ba/1.

Higgins hot,
Hitters Not
By ERNEST MONTOYA
Arvita Higgins tossed a no-hitter
at the Phoenix Blues, but at the
same time the Lobos could manage
only one hit in the game. The lone
hit was enough, ~ UNM defeated
the Blues 1-0 enroute to a fourth
place finish in the Phoenix
Invitational.
The Lobo hitting was not as
strong as it was in the first few
games. The Lobos could manage to
hit only .200 in the tournament
Higgins was an exception as she hit
.400 iri the tourney.
"I think the problem. with our
hitting was that we had to much
time off and· ti)e attitude of the
team was not very good," said
coach Susan Craig.
"1 think· tbat the more we play
the more we feed off," Craig
added.
In regard to the Lobos hitting,
Craig said ''We were hitting the ball
good in the Phoenix Invitational,
but we just were not hitting it in the ·
holes."
.
The Lobos are lead in batting by
Cindy Cravens.. whO is currently
batting .476 and is followed 'by
Nancy · Campbell who is hitting
.345. 'Cindy Cravens also leads the·
team in runs batted in with 13, she
is followed by Taminy Goff.
the pitching . department
Nancy· Campbell is ·currently . 5-2
and Arvita Higgins is 4-2 including
her no-hitter.
The no•hitter pitched by Higgins
was the first for a Lobo pitcher in
softball.

. rn

Kinko's will
Ia min~te your
valuables

Call or visit today for 1
a free rate quotation. 1
881-1688
7200 Men~ul Blvd. NE
·Mon-Fri !J.5i:JO Sat. 9-1
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·
r1·ter1on
1
1
Ins'!Jr!lnce Company
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The United States Navy Is presently screening applicants for the larges(
flight classes in nearly three years. Both pilots and naval flight officers are
needed. Besides the advent of ~veral .new fleet aircraft, two new training
· aircraft have also been added. If you are interested in more information on
this elite aviation program and meet the following qualifications, contad
the placement office for an interview or call766-2335.
.
1. Age • under 26 yeats
2. Education· working towards or possess at least a baccalaureate degree•.
3. Physical qualifications • Good health and 20/20 vision (correctable to
20/20 for Naval Flight Officers).
·.
4. Screening Test · Qualifying scores.
·5. Screening Flight· as part of your processing, a sCI:eening flight will be
incloded:
.

The Navy An Equal Opportunity Employer

Across from UNM
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Waves IV makes you wont to donee
By LESLIE DONOVAN
As the waves of an ocean lap at
the shores of a new continent, so
too did the Santa Fe Jazzdanse
presentation of Waves IV intrU(je
on the shores of the undiscovered
dancer in all of us last week in
Popejoy Hall.
Waves IV, presented Monday,
March 12 and Tuesday, March 13,
is the fourth in a series of
productions buHt on a new dance
concept conceived by Shimon
Braun of Santa Fe four years ago ..

•

·'

Three major elements-art, entertainment <tnd soul-distinguish
Shimon's jazz-inspired concept
from more traditional dance forms.
In his Waves productions Shimon
uses an evocative dance technique
which ''is a si.nuous motion involving the entire body, a
movement without beginqing or
end."
Particularly impressive numbers
in this Waves production were;
"Some Kinda Samba,... "Stuff Like
That," "Creatures-Great and

Small," '·' In11gaddadavioa" and
''It's Really Quite Easy."
Performing in "Some Kinda
Samba" and' "It's Really Quite
Easy," Michael Perea was sharp,
dynamic ana .full of the sparkle that
lifts the ordinary performer above
the crowo of his competition. Be
really made it look easy and he
knows exactly how tightly to hold
the audience he's put in the palm of
his hand,
·
Also in "Stuff Like That," both
Perea and Rochea Lea (who

"Cre11tures-Great and Small"
was very modernistic even abstract
number danced by Liz Braun. In
this piece, Braun's clas.siclll motifs
were especially enhancing and
poignant in· her tr<:~nsformation into
a butterfuly,
·
·
An especially powerful number,
"lnagadd<:~vida" was a beautiful
blend of J<:~zzdanse and percussion
elements punctuated brilliantly with
strobe-light. The sensu!llllnd sacred
motifs throughout this song were
provocative in light of the person~

NGVQjO

WeQvings on exhibit

''Night Fall," in which Braun <:~nd
Carl Thomson were elegant in their
basically classical movements; and
"Dixif-'-'Dancie': a number inVolving most of the company which
was pure fun and entertainment,
The Waves concept is an in·
novati.ve one and one that has
gotten not only · state recognition
but national recognition liS
well-<:~nd it deserves it. For the
most part, the dancers are personal,
expressive and entertaining. They
include the audience in their per-

The UNM Symphonic Band, under the direction of Harold Van Winkle,
will present a concert honoring William E. Rhoads on Sunday, at 4 p.m. in
the New Mexico Union B<:~llroom. Rhoads is pl<:~nning to retire at the end of
tlJe Spring semester. The program wiJJ feature selected compositions
composed or arranged by Rhoads.
Rhoads has taught tlJirty-five years in New Me.xico. His first teaching
job was a Director of Bands and Instrumental Music in the Alam<:~gordo.
Public Schools. In 1953 he came to UNM as band director and instructor
of woodwind instruments and Arranging-Orchestration classes. He has
i;leen chairman of the department of music for the past six years.
Rhoads~ published composition include sixty-eight band, orchestra, and
jazz band selections., plus method books for the alto and bass clarinets. Be
has won the Standard P<:~nels Award presented by ASCAP in 197$, '76, '77
and '78. Be plans to continue to write, appear as guest conductor,
clinici<:~n, and <:~djudicator upon retirement.
A reception will follow the concert. NC? admission will be charged.

Jewish Student Union

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
12:00 noon today is the deadline for Daily Lobo
classified

Brunch, folk dandng, film and study on
intermarriage- l2 Noon- 5 P.M. Sunday
March 25th at lntemational House.
.

ASUNM Film Committee

AS AN ADVANCED STU DENT
IN COLLEGE YOU MAY BE
.JOB HUNTING PRETTY
SOON. TRY JHIS CHECKLIST:
First, you want a job that pays you at least $1,000 a month to
cover your life style budget, and a guaranteed four year ex·
ecutlve training program and work that has healthy periodic
pay raises.
Second, insist on 30 days paid vacation annually.
Third, demand that the company provide a wide array of
recreational facilities.
Fourth, l"sure that the company will provide free medical
'
and dental benefits.
Fifth, also require that they supply at least $5,000 per year
towards your retirement annuity, and that they contribute
toward your life Insurance.
Sixth, tell them you want them to sponsor you ln advanced
degree programs for your personal and professional develop·
ment.
Seventh, that you want to work for a company that "can't af·
ford to be second best."
'
NOW FOR THE ACID TEST..... If these seven demands have
not resulted In you being thrown out, tell them that you want
a $1 ,000 scholarship for the last two years of college.

NOW THAT YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO GET
LOST, CONTACT THE AFROTC FACULTY
AND STAFF AT 277·4502 OR VISIT US AT 1901
LAS LOMAS ON CAMPUS.

,

~n

of

and
and

from·

The Waves IV Santa Fe Jazzdanse production in Popejoy Hall last y,~eek was the fourth in a series
built on a new concept conceived by Shimon Braun of Scinta 'Fe four years ago.
choreographed the TV pilot "We're human relationships they en· formance, tearing down con·
ventional barricades between the
Making It") did a disco that made compassed.
Other numbers of note wre audience and <lancers in classical
even the most cynical in the
audience sit up and look at disco as "Galaxy,." in which religion on a productions. Their involvement as
an art form, not just a pop fad.
cosmic scale was finely portrayed; well as their dance is like a wave
drawing riot the colfective audience
but the individual into the discovery
of waves, of dance-human,
personal dance.
It works, it's good and most of.
it does what every dance per- '
formance should-it makes you
want to dance.

ARTS

all

John Street Rockets
To
play
in
Subway
.

·Country rock music group, the
Jo!tn Street Rockets, will play for
Lunchtime Entertainment Thursday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
basement of the SUB. They will
also play in the Subway Station this
Friday and Saturday night from 9
p.m . .to I a.m.
·
The nucleus of the band has been
together since last June. Bass
gUitarist Bud Moore is ·from
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NWCORNERMESAVISTAHALL

.277-3013
Dis~overy

Group·

. ... A 6 week series of study

'

•----------------~

. .1

.

to Biblical Principles of
successful living

pov~:~TiASH?.

atWoodward
.

student·to-student
counseling and
crisis intervention

Georgia and South Carolina and
writes much of their material.
Drummer David McKee is from
Chicago and lead guiti!J'ist .David
Tomer is from Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Terry St. John plays rhythm guitar
and is from Massachussetts and
Germany.
.
The John St. Rockets' slogan is
"We're New MeKico's only Rock 'n
Roll Band.''

IRA DAS GU·PTA
and

.

"

· \~Zaturi/J9
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presents

The UNm maxwell museum of Anthropolog,Y Is offering for sale the contemporar.Y Navajo
weavings that are on exhibit.

t
Evening
t
Ragas
Talas for
Sitar
Tabla
North India
't
t
f 1· ·
~~~:~~.
21~;M····
i
.E..
.
'
·
.
FRE

The Graduate Center Assoc.
in association W/ASUNM-PEC
presents

Symphonic bond concert
to honor retiring director

'·-

·I

MOP~~a··.~fon·M·. ~aonuses. .I1I
.

no app01ntr:nent necessary
THIS COUPON
.

.· ··,..._.. _ _.. t=~.;o;~w~~-:~;~~,

.

.

Topics:

"Second Corning of Christ"
''Uniqueness of the Bible"
"It's not a sin to be Pure"
andrnore.

When: March 22, 29
April5
7:30 to 9:00p.m.
/

Where: Pianoxoom
in lounge of
HokonaHall
Sponsored by
Al1'1ta Bible Closs
'

I

Contemporary Navajo weavings
are on exhibit <tnd for S!lle at the
Maxwell
Museum.
of
Anthropology.
"This is our first purchaseexhibition, and it has been very
successful," said Sally Nusbaum,
manager of the gift shop.
Out of 23 textiles that were handwoven by Navajo women in New
Mexico and Arizona, nine have
been sold; three of which were sold
prior to the opening of the exhibit
on March 6. Prices range from $35
to$1,820.
"The weavings reflect the areas
they came from. For instance, a

I.ce ("st les
~

·
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-
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I c.e Castles
Columbia Pictures
Coronado 4 PG

By MARK SMITH
"Ice Castles" has a typical story
format of an outstanding athlete
who is tragically injured in the
prime of her c<:~reer, but although
the film loses re<:~lism at time, it has
more to it than most movies of its
type.
Lynn-Holly Johnson is the main
reason the film is out of the
oridinary. She gives an incredible.•
flawless performance as an iceskater (that is, when she is on ice)
striving towuds the Olympics who
is left almost totally blind as the
result of <:~n accident.
Her skllting ability is spectacular,
and makes the film, while her
acting desires more experience.
The role is Johnson's first in a
motion picture, and at times it
shows.
Robby Benson plays the girl's
hometown sweetheart, who is · a
born quitter, with his life but keeps
her going. the role is- a good one
for Benson who appears to be
coming into his own as a rising star.
The fact that Johnson skates
beautifully brings the authentiC
effect across. Whereas most movies
of this type need to show a film of
someone . professional doing the
athletic act, or at least get a stl}nt·
man. "Ice Castles" has an excellent
consistancy as a result of Johnsons
dexterity.
The film never stops.<:~s a result of
the skating scenes, lind should be
enjoyed by all ages.
.
It's not a classic, but a breath of
fresh air in the field of motion
pictures. Look for it to be one of
the surprise attrac;tions of the year.

raised outline is characteristic of the
Included in the exhibit is a 3rd
Coal Mine Mesa. Bold, geometric prize-winner from the 1974 New
designs woven from naturally Mexico State Fair.
colored wool is characteristic of
The weavings will be on display
Two Gray Hills and is considered to until March 30, after which they·
be the aritstocracy of Navajo will rem<:~in for sale at the Maxwell
weaving," Nusbaum said.
Museum gift shop.

Jerome Hill's
Film Portrait
8 p.in. SUB Theatre
ASUNM Students $1.00

Poetry contest deQdline
extended to ffiQrch 30

"I was swept away by
the volcanic, slam·
bang performances."

Submissions for the Academy of American Poets University and College
Poetry Prize Program are now being accepted at the UNM English
department office, Room 217 of the Humanities Building. Deadline for
submissions has been extended to March 30.
·Established at UNM in 1974; the Poetry Prize Program,will award $100
to a university student with the best poem or group of poems. Applicants
are limited to five poems. Questions c.oncerning special rules will be an· swered at the English department office.
Poems will be judged by nationally known poet Robert Peterson,
formerly of the San Franciso Bay area and Taos,. who now lives in
·
Albuquerque.
The University and College Poetry Prize Program, established in 1955
by AAP with 10 participating colleges, today has 88 American universities
and colleges participating. The program was conceived to stimulate interest
in and support for the writing of fine poetry among college and university
students.
·
While the contests are judged locally, winners may earn national
prestige. AAP College Prize winners include Sylvia Plath, Gregory Orr,
Louise Gluck, Tess Gallagher and Stan Rice.
The AAP in its 45th year, sponsors each contest for a five-year term.
The prizes a~e supported by anonymous gifts from the Academy, donors
interested in sponsoring colleges or by the college themselves. No college
prize, once established, has ever been discontinued.

Textiles
exhibit

on

Public $1.50

-Gene Sharil, NBC·TV

··"Sw-ept
Aw-ay.:·
and

[~]

Se\a1
Menaul & Wyoming
293-1944

Swept
Seven

7:30
9:35

BeaUties
Nominated for 4
academy awards

'
'·
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PERSONALS

~~It" i~ n~r1t ar1t~ qu~t;kty "r~achccl", t p.sk s3.oo
cmnpon<OIIon (my wriling), 1o1m Stirling, P.O. !lox
333, Albuquerque, 87103.
03/26

ONE BLOCK "tO UNM, ~m~ ~cdroom 1 furnishetl,
utilitlc~ paid, $165, No _pets or chiflfren. 201
Columbi<t SE. Caii25H685,
0)/22
ROOMS FOR RENT in :_~uper·clc~n <:.'~-sorority l1ous~
on campus. Utilitic'l Pilld. Parking and kitchen
prlvilogos. $1" to $125 per month. 256·9)7), OJ/30
WALK TO CLASS, $90 one {;led room ncar shopping.

Private yarU. 262~1751 V~Uey Rl!ntals, $35 fee. 0)/26
APARTM.ENT TO SUH·LEASE between Sprin8·qnd ·
Summer session.~. Call 2.55·3650 evenings, keep
trying.
03/2(1
CHBAP. ct.~AN~ TWO bedroom near campus:
Motlern appliances, ptlvate yard. $100. 262-i7SI
Valley Rentals, $3!i fee,

STUDf.NTS COMUINE,

03/26
SAY~.

Four big bedrooms

3.

03/26
WQR~ QNB ORJwo days wee¥1y, $31,50/day, Need. 1
~ransportalion. 247~2603.
03/22
HOMEWORKER$ WANTED. $600 per IPOO
mailing circulars. Gu&ra.ntec(:j earnings! Wrilc:
MYRIAD, Box lfi93S, Denton. TX. 76201...
03/22
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Peace Corps, 277·5907,
03/26

off' Coal. Prlvaiely fenced, $19!i. 262·1.751 Valley
OJ/26
Rentals $35 f'.!e.

8.

00 A LITTLE further for a whol~ 101 rnorc-. ROoin)'
2 bedroom, unfurnished ~pt. on Pennsylvania.
Within 3 blocks of p~,~~. parks and,elcmem.ary school.
Ouf~l<lc storage, w<t~hcr hook-up. Children OK 1 ,-.a
pels. $180/mo, D.D: 265.8648,
0)/27

walntu~staincd

5

FOR SALE

~·-------------

1968 MERCURY COUOAR-~good condftion··bi.Jt
CONCEPTIONS SW • A COLLECriON of UNM
• n~,:cd~ some work. Cull243·7l87 or 266-6475. $500.00
~ludcnts• crcallvc works, $1.00, Marron Hall Room
or VW of comparable v~l1,1e.
tf/n
IQ5,
tfln
ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS SAVE gasoline. Modols
ACCURATE IN!•ORMATION ABOUT e<tn•
FOUND: COCKEH SPANlEl. named Chester. Call
for most cars wlth polnts. Free information or
trur.:epliM, stcr11i:uHltm 1 aborlion. Right to Choose.
2Sit·J01 r. or 344-5R52.
tf/n
literature :Z68~.S490, Electronic _lgnhion Sales. 03/29
294,0171'
• 04/27
FOUND: GOLDEN RIJTIUEVER, corner Central &
T1 RHGNAN<..'V THSTINO AND counseling. Phone St.nnrarll. Wed. everling 2/21. Call 242·0394, Keep VERY GOOD CONDITION-Hugo sofa·secti9nal,
rc!Jilstlc 7' }'MCca trq~:, wooll swal! ltunp, black -lc;Jther
247-9819.
04/27
lt)iiriJ:l,
tf/n
rocllner, 897·1 561.
OJ/23
f'ASSI'ORT and tDENTII'I.CATION I'HOTOS,)
FOUND: JACKET IN Hm. 2018 or Fine Arts c:~nlcr.
1970 Pl.YMOUTH DUSTER runs excellenl $775.00,
for S3.751t Lowe!!! price~ In town! Fll$1, piCl!Sill!l,
Cull26s.91S4.
tf/n 266·3592 oflor 5:00 woekdays,
Q)/2)
nr:ar UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Gir~rd
FOUNI>: Mll'fENS IN Milchcll U"IL ldontify and GET FLUT~P! I've got a Bu11dy ·nute In perfect
Blvd. NE.
04/27
claim Marron Ha11Rm.I05.
0.312J cqndition, with brand new pads, no less. It'll mak~an
CONTACTS'/11 PO~.ISHING & SOLUTIONS. '
YASHICA 13SOX STOLEN, if foun<i please rc1urn cxcellem studcnl nute or· ju.~l a fabuloU.!i second
Ca$C)' Oplh.:al CompOII'J. 265·8846.
04/27
to 124 Marron Hall, No qucscions asket.l.
if/n instrument. Caii296~S 119 and ask for JeiJHY· 03/23
WRITERS: AN f.NGl.JSH Dcpt.·~ponsorcd tablold
FOUND;
J<EYS
ON
rourld
plastiC
holder.
on
2nd
F).UTEARMSTRONO NEW .Condhion. 296·9525.
Is now acceplin& poetry and prose (fitlion nnd non·
floor of Mitchell Hall. Jt.lcntify- and claim Marron
Q)/23
nctiofl) submissions. We request thol work be typed
llall105.
03/27
and delivered to Humnnitlc.~ Rnt.272. Coruributots
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA. New tire"s and bat·
mu~l be UNM student~. We cunnot r~;turn
FINDYOORSg~F IN ihe PeacoCorps, 277-5907,
t~:ry. l;!xce!lcnt condition. $1500.00~ Call Mr. Fuller
03126 247·2234 ·after 5:30 caii25S·9053.
m;muscripts.
tfln
Ol/26
SHARE YOUR LIFI;! Volunteer Big Brothers nrc
'69 CI'IEVY BISCAYNE. Runs ex<ellenl. Some body
needed, Cnll2~6·8~$),
03122
work. 5850 or make offer. 268·8648.
03/27
WOOD you bclieve...JOI9 Cenlrnl NE 3 doors c:oui of
'77 DODGE MONACO, economy, $1'!., air. Offer?
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Solcoltio) and 266.6717.
LOUO Thentre.
' 03/30
03127
now l minute Pa!>sport Photos, No appqintmeru.
PERRY'S PIZZA. HI-Slice or ,pcppcroJ1i pizza,
KJNG·SIZ!l
WATERBED,
slant
frame
wilh
hoad·
lfn
!mlud, iimall soda for $1.2S, /12--Two slice!! of 268·8515. We do keys,
bonrd. mauress, liner, heater, and pump. $200.00.
OA <TYPINO SERVICE, A complele lyping nnd Phone 266·2375.
pepperoni pi~zn, snl<id, medium ·sot.ln for $1.00. 2004
03/27
edit~rlnl system. Technical, general, leg~l, medical,
Central S.E. (Across from UNM).
03/24
73
Ki\WASAKI
25C
DIRT
Bike.
5350,
Call
afler
soholasilc. Cltarls& lablcs. 345·2125.
04127
SUMMER IN FRANCa, !,earn French t~c:rlght way!
5:30. 268·3287.
03/23
TYPIST
~
TERM
PAPCRS,
Thesis-.
Resumes:.
299·
Intensive Jangunge/culturc: Jnstruc,ion. Rcpre$cn.:
lntivc in Albuquerque now. 299-7838.
03/2.3
R970.
04/12
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL Slylcs, More's Gul1ar . : . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - LOOK GOOD, GOOD Looking. Call Fo•Y
Siudlo, 265·3315,
IF/n
Rcncctlons, 842·8300.
03/26
JOBS M/FI SAILDOATSI Cruiie ships! No <X•
24 HOLIR TYPING "''Ice, 255-9426, 842·1383,
pcrlence. High pay, Se~ Carribcan, Hawaii! Europe,
I'UI'PY NEEDS OOOD HOME, Free female
Joan.
04/11
World! Summer Career. Send $3.95 for info. io
Shepherd cross, very smart and healthy. Call 873..
1904 cVcliings.
tf/n
fiAVE PAPERS, THESIS lo type in a hurry'! Call SEA WORLD DZ, Box 60129, Saeio, CA 9l860.
03126
c~tpcrlcm:ed typist. 265·0023. Cheapcsl ratC.
OJ/23
IJERSCIJEL: LEAVE SUSAN ONE, I am
EXOTIC J09S! LAKE Tahoe Call Liule exp.
wnmlng you. L.l-.
OJ/22
TYPING, EDITING, ORGANIZING, manustrlpls,
masters t11cses; term papers. MA English, Com~ fatUaslic lips (pay) SI700~S4000, summer 35,000
COMJ'l.~TE CUSTOM FRAMINO .. Iowest prim in
peten1, 881·9029.
0)/23 pcoplr: ncede~ In Casinoes, kestauranls, Ranches,
lown.·shop and cqmpnrc. Box Tea~ slide frame,
River Rafts! Serid $3.9.5 for· llifo. to
barn~sidlng rcady-mndcs, framelcs:s frames, quality
NEW XEROX COPY Cen1er. 5 oents copy. 3420 Cruisers,
LAKEWORl.D DZ Box60129, Saeio, CA 95860.
meutl sc:clion fr;~mes In all colors, and more, Drowse
Lomas N.B. Quick courteous sc:rvl~.
03/23
03127
!llrough our posler c;ollecllon. The Finmery, _135
MERRIAM'S TYPINO SERVICE. Call 266-4770,
10
INTELl.IGENT,
IMAGINATIVE,
.PER·
Harvnrd SE, 266·2333.
bJ/22
Programs, rcporls,.appraisuls, proposals, bulletins.
SUASIVE people needed for phone projec\ doing
THINK.ABOUTTHE Peace Corps, 277·5907. 03126
03/23 advcrrising promolion. Pa)'s $3·S4 hourly, plus
BE A HUSTLI.!R! Every Salurdoy niBil I from 7~9pm
l'l.L DO YOUR sewing roryouj reasonable:, 2 blocks bonu~. 9nm·3pm da)'s or 4pm-9pm evenings. Apply
In lhc SUD Ptonto learn Ihe httcsl pan ncr huslles, for
UNM. 247·3449 evcninll'l.
••
03126 in pcr!ion only! 9am·Spm: 120 Vassar SE Suiic I~A.
Jnformatiml call897.. 2986.
03/23
03/23
TYPING: FIRST TEN poses $,75 por page; ad·
2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILAB~E. Full
dltlonal pages S.lO each. 281-5768,
03/26 SUMMER COUNSELORS, HEIGHTS, Ccnual,
tuhlon, books, fees. plus SIOO per monlh. tr you
REPAIR YOUR .BICYCLE wlth our tools and Mountainsi<,lc YMCA's. Apply in person before April
have completed at least 2 semesters or calculus and I
03122
stands. Only $1.~0 per hdur. lnnruction avnihtblc. 13.
scmc~tcr of phy!itcs and- will be less thnn 2S'_ycars old
Special buy on rhorn·tc:slslanl tUbes: 52.7~. Lower
nl gr.nduallon )'OU nrc eligible co. ttpply. Jr interested
prices lo members. Albuquerque Dike Co-Op. 106
cttii766·2J3$.
03/22
Girard Sl! 1 Room 117, 26S.SI70,
03/26
THE MI!N ON the fiji Island are the be!i from
Gilligan's Island.
03122
THE ESTABLISHMENT, drink, dine & dance
experience presenting d:1e happiest happy hour and
TfiE CITADEL·•SUPERD looatlt\n near UNM &
dandngeSI mu!lcdownstairs; also servli1g the finesi in
down1own. Oood blL!i service ever)' 30 minutes. I
steak!!, Jlrimc rib & seafood upstairs. For your
bedroom or efficloney, $18S.S230, All ulllitles pnld,
dancing plensurc:. it"s Soundstage Tues--Sat. 9·1:30.
Deluxe 'kilchc:n with dlshw,uher: & disposal;
Monlgom<ry Plam Mall, 883.6555,
lf/n
recreation room, swimming -poo1 1 tv room &
laundty .. Adult complex, no pels. lS20 University
AGU UNDER 2!1? Don't buy nuto lnsurant:e until
NE, 243·2494.
b4/27
~~,.o~ ('.~
you check our new rates-. Heights office 266.·8211,
mid·iown 243·5528, Gallegos Agency,
03/30
Q" R-~< <~-'~~
•
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3 bdr. house. I
mile from UNM, Quiet, Non·smoker. $135 plus
ENI.IGHTENMENT7 AWARENESS1 If you <'an
militics·.Jon 266-9509.
03/23
nn;mcntnrlly forget skepticism and desire ror big
-per~onal change. I bclfcve I tan demonstrate that

2.

SUMMER CAMP COLINSEWRS for private camp
Jocatcd_ in mo~ntains ncar Sam a Fe, N.M, Candidate.s
shoul" be proficient in one arcu of the progrpm aildwilling to Jive with children. Dl'!,!Cs of cmploymcm
)Unl! 13; 1979- Aug,ll, 1979, liltcrviews held In
Albuquerque MQnday Ma~h 26. Comacl Career
Sen· ices, Mc.~a Vista H<!ll in person for _appointment.

LOST&FOUND

SERVICES

6.

EMPLOYMENT

NHW

MISCELLANEOUS

lap /ieam mittlress, uny size with tOr~ year guarantee,
Water Trips, 3407 Centra! NE.
04127
OP!lN AUDITIONS24 MARCH 21o4 pm a1Pron1o
Room, Bla!c!k theatre. usoul Gone Home,. 'langslon
H~ghcs. Nee~: the; Mother, the Spn, one man, Also
llla~:k Poc;lrt ::;clcctlolls to be done. No paymenl this

show. To ·be prcscnt~P 111 UNM.
OJ/2J
t.OOKING fOR' GROUP 0 and B blood donors.
Please cQn\act: QivL~ion of Tropkal & Qcographh:M€:dicine, 943 Stanford Dr. Nl$, M·6. n7·3001 or
277-2813 and ask fOr Ray Reini or Larry Sa~. 04/02

....

l'ilidcera of HIII'ICI ....,.

'""'•"
,. ,
OLD'OWN

WATERB~D.

$109.95 buys you I) dark
floor frame, 2) ,safety 'liner, 3) finest

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
46 Refinement UNITED Feature Syndicate
48 Thra~h
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved,
1 Nips
49 Svrprise
c A N s ' R e IM A
H e o
50 Blackthorn A L I T ERitCA TORO
6 Side dish
11 Philippine 52 Frolic <
PAPERMI~r
OURS
S E
M A 1
A E M 0 R S E
56 U.S, mil.
tree
R A P
M I T E S
group
14 "Get - A S S I E N T ~ T A S T E j'F U L
onl't
57 Scout
15 Insect stage 60 Article
sC HA BJII
Al:nr'A'L~
E
A
D A M A N D
R N
IM
16 Egg drink
61 Commerce AM OJN G R I N E CjE T E
17 Juggler
62 Useful
p E TIE R S 0 NIIIG L Ajo E S
63 Econ, advis19 Mineral
L E. R
20 Verily
B I T ST E
E R 5
S E
N T 0 F F
ers
21 Lion feature 64 Sword
ACRE
fAMEN~RNEIR
B 0 D R
P 'If Tj 0 T
t T
IA
65 Touchy
22 Massenet
E N 0 s
E !i~
I PI o , I Y
opera
24 Chalices
DOWN
13 Deputy
39 Remorseful
26 Ability
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Jerry A,poda\:a Jr., son of the
former governor of New Mexico,
freshman footb!lll player and.
resident of Hokona Hall, was ordered out of the dorm by housing
officials twice in the past three
month~, yet he lives there still.
Apodaca was involved in a Dec.
12 food-throwing fight at La
Posada, which resulted in more
than $300 damage to the dining
hall, He also struck a fellow
Hokona resident on Jan. 30. Both
incidents led eventually to the termination of his housing contract by
Associate Dean, of Students Randy
Boeglin.
'
Apodaca appealed the initial ter·
mination to Vice President for
Student Affairs Marvin '"Swede"
Johnson, Johnson· rescinded the
termination, and allowed Apodaca
to stay in the dorm. ,
After the second< incid'ent,
Apodaca again appea:ted his termination to Johnson. The vice'
president is currently reviewing the
case<.
Advisors in limbo
Paul Stanczyk, the student who
was struck by Apodaca on Jan. 30,
has filed a com plaint with , the
Student Standards and Grievance
Committee. The committee heard
testimony Wednesday from both
parties concerning the fight.

Want Ads say it
in a 'Big Wayrt

foot b!lll pi ayers are housed,
~ecause he feels any action he may
take would be ignored,
A recent increase in the level of
disciplinary incidents involving
football players in the dorms has
prompted Boeglin to begin sending
all incident reports d1;1scribing these
events to the foot ball coaches,
Previously, only probationary and<
termination reports were sent to the
coaching staff. .
'
''Randy Boeglin and I talked
about the Stanczyk fight," said
head football coach Bill Mondt,
"and I advised Jerry to appeal it
(his termination)."
. Mondt said that it was his impression after talking with
Apodaca that the Stanczyk incident
was a case where "somebody insulted Jerry and he got mad."

Jerry Apodaca, Jr.
Committee hearings are closed to
the public because testimony involves disciplinary action by the
housing authority, Residence hall
personnel who file incident reports
when dormitory regulations are
breached cannot discuss specifics
of reports.
However, many resident advisors
feel their authority is in question
because they don't know if their
decisions .will be upheld at higher
administrative levels. '
One resident advisor says <he
"doesn't even bother" patrolling
the second floor of Hokona, where

A single punch
The LOBO has learned that the
incident began when Marion
Salgado, a friend of Paul Stanczyk,
called Apodaca's room from the
Hokona lobby phone asking for
iake Simpson, then Apodaca's
roommate. Because it was after
desk hours, she wanted Simpson to
open the doors of Zia, the men's
wing of Hokona. But Apodaca answered and refused.
Later, Salgado and Stanczyk
were walking past Apodaca's

were exchanged. "Then I hit him.''
He has declined further comment,
Stanczyk has declined to com·
ment also, Salg<Jdo has been
unavailable for comment

Swede not bound
When the incident reports
reached Boeglin's desk, he terminated Apodaca's dorm cootract.
~ poda.ca then went for <~ second
time to Vice President J oh,nson,
Boeglin said, "We rccei ved an
opinion in the ran of 1975 from
University Attorney Pete Rask
which said legally we don't even
have to grant an appeal in housing
termination cases, We felt,
however, tha! in principal we
should grant an appeal, so we instituted a 10-day appeal period in
1975,"
.
Randy Boeglin
On Feb. 10, Boeglin 's decision
room. The door was open, and
was
to be implemented, On Feb. 9;
Salgado exchanged words with
Johnson
told Boeglin not to carrY
Apodaca. Stanczyk took offense
out
Apodaca's
removal.
with Apodaca's reply, whereupon
As of this writing, Johnson is
Apod,aca struck Stanczyk.
still reviewing the case. He said,
Stanczyk later went to the ''The I0-day time limit on appeals
student health center and received is a housing deadline, I don't feel
four stitches above his eye.
bound by it."
That night, incident reports were
The iood flies
filed by resident advisors Tom
Apodaca and JO, other students
Evans, the R.A. in Apodaca's hall,
and Norah Walsh.
were judged by the La Posada
Apodaca said, "It wasn't really a authorities. to be the principals in
fight." A man and a woman came the Dec. 12 food fight. All 11 were
contlnuod on page 6
to his room, he said, and words
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Johnson opposes allocation

NORML funds questioned

By HI U, ROB..:RTSON
said.
NORML director Alex Kaplan,
and MilE HOEFr
The University administration whose group was funded ap"
says ASUNM can't fund NORML.
proximately $3700 last year by
The marijuana decriminalization ASUNM, said he was curious why
group wants to take the $17,652 the administration had not
that the Senate Finance Committee protested last year,
has recommended and .mount a
"Obviously tqe administration
campaign to take the pot issue to thinks it's okay for NORML to get
$:5000, bttt not $20,000," said
the voters or Albuquerque.
But UNM Vice President Marvin Kaplan.
Johnson, 'citing a legal opinion by
Johnson said, "NORML should
University Attorney Pete Rask, by this time·realize that UNM is not
says ASUNM funds are lllso public going to provide its name or money
funds, and as such can't be used for or personnel for the support of
political campaigns.
what is obviously a political crllSade
"The University and its student orchestrated by one person."'
government will not and cannot. NORML's Kaplan and. Joe
support such a project," Johnson Cicero. point to a poll taken by a
<
tJNM political analysis class in the
. fall of 1978 which says more ihan
70 percent of the student body
favors decriminalization.
Kaplan said he will continue to
student o.rgan,izations
..
. , ASUNM Sen,ator and the conduct J>tess the senate for the funding, but
-;-Trymg to undermme the ofSenateb~sm~ss. "
.
support from ASUNM appears to
desues of ASUNM and the Senate
Atwell srud. F1sher . verbally and be waning.
before the Board of Regents nonverbally .msults Senators and
Finance committee chairman
Meet1Qg.~f ~arch 20.. . . . . . .
othe_rs durmg r~gular ~en ate Eric Lucero· is opposed to funding
- Ut1hzmg . parllment~ry m~~tmgs a11d ~omm.meemeetmgs.
procedure ~nd the Senat~ slandmg
These. ac!1ons mclu~e ~~scene
rules. to ~1srupt and hm,der . the gestures, ~oomg t~ward mdJVtduals
constderatlon of Senate busmess. . . . and mak1~g racially derogatory
--:-~onsis~ently acts in' a manner rell'!ar,ks m ~oth,, Senate and •
that rs detnmental to the office of commtttee meetmg~

NORML. He said·, "My concern is
,hat if ASUNM funds NORML it
will reflect badly on the Univer·
sity."
.
However, committee member
Mario Ortiz said, "No one else will
take this stand if the students and
student government don't."

'

'
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A special ASUNM Senate
•
•
>.'
meeting, called by a two-thirds
majority to consider impeachment
Vice President Marilin John·
charges brought against Sen. Tom
son
Fisher, failed to meet quorum last
night. . ·
·
Th1;1 lack of quorum prevented
Senate action on the charges,
brought by Sen. Doug Atwell.
,
Vice President Leonatd Garcra
called a meeting for 3 p.m. today to
• consider the charges. '
Atwell charged Fisher with
The woman who. Was wi.th Jert'ery Perkins the night the sophomore
"failure to represent the intentions
football player was arrested said the inddent o~cumd ill a parking lot
and· the opinions of the ASUNM
.
outside of Coronado Hall and that nine or WI pl1lkc! r<!sponded. .
Senate as Pu blicatiorts Board
The LOBO, from county detention bl1okith! re.:l'1rds, had reported that
representative."
. <
'Perkins had been arested inside th!! dl1rtnitor}· after he alleged(y'struck a
Af the Student Publications
dorm security aide. The story in Thursday's fl:lper imt:~lied only two of·
Board monthly meeting Wedficerswere involved.
.
nesday, Sen. Fisher tQld the board,
Lt. Alex. Roybal of the campus police ~aid four units went to the east side
"lf you think my sitting on the
of Coronado Hall in response to an ertlergel!t:Y distress call from dorm
Senate Finance Committee and
security aide Dave Roberson.
sitting on this,board is a conflict of
Roybal said that no more than six officers were at the arrest.
· interests, I couldh't care less."
Perkins was taken to the county detention center and booked on chaq,!<'$
Atwell also charges Senator
of aggrav:ued battery and resisting arrest. ·
,
Fisher with:
The Wotnan, who declined tl~ be identified,. said sh~ was ·~m:tkin.: ;ttl th<' ·
~Consistenly
makln&·
noise/' and that Perkins was ~;timing her <ll1\\ n. Sh,• ~aid th~ l':-.:\1 .
. derogatory remarks about fellow· Impeachment charges were brought against Sen. Tom fullback neverresistcd arrest, btu \vas t\1rced hu') rh,· $•\ll.ttd
:-<!:<' ,,;·,:
senators, ASUNM Members ;md Fish'}t (far right} by Sen. Doug Atwell (center}.
Roberson was knocked din~·. llll! wa~ 11<'1 un,·,,ns.:h'm.
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Impeachment considered.
By JEANETT.E KING
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Senate condemns New Mexico.
restraining ~rder DAILY
The ASUNM Senate has passed a "directive" condeming Chief
Justice Mary Helen Baber's granting a temporary restraining order agai;bt
the Senate Finance Committee fo~ alleged violations during the budg~t
hearings, Vice President Leonard Garda saidThursday.
· .'
The orde.r was issued after a complaint was made by ASUNM Pre~iJ~;nt
Mimi Swanson.
Garcia said the situation has been "blown out of proportion" and ~ailed
the court's action ''somewhat questionable."
After bearing of the Senate's decision, Baber said ''All I did was issue a
tempprary restraining order, not an injunction, so that we can det~rmine
whether any of the charges brought have any merit."
.
She said she is not required to notify the adverse parties and needs no
concrete evidence but only her discretion to issue such an order.·
.
Baber had issued the restraining order Wednesday a(ter Swanson mformed her that the Finance Committee may have violated the Open
Meeiings Act and the Publi~ Information Access Act. S~ans?n charged
the committee with "denying the right offree speech and Vlolatmg'groups'
rights to participate in the budget process" by not officially notifying
organizations of the committee's meeting Monday night.
.
•
Garcia said the Senate has also passed an amendment to the dtrecuve to
include establishing a Senate ad hoc, committee to investigate the student
court.
.
.
.
.
,
.
He. said he is to serve as chairman of the ad hoc panel, wh1ch will also
consist of five other senators.·
Swanson called the Senate's action "irresponsib1e" and said the body i~
ignorjng the balance of power in government
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